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Weather Guess
LEXTUCKY AND TENNESSEE: —
Fair and warmer Thursday; Fri-
day cloudy and warmer, rain Fri-
day afternoon or night.
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• The bone election held Tues-
day brought out some amusing
things and I am still chuckling
over one of them, for it concern-
ed me to a alight extent—at least,
it was said to concern me, although
it dad not. A friend of mine over-
heard a conversation between
some folks downtown just after
the election and one man inquired.
if The Leader had been opposed.
to the bond issue. "Oh, yes,'' the
other man answered readily, al-
though this newspaper did not take
any stand on the question at all,
and never intended to. "But that is
easy to understand. The editor is
a large stockholder in the Kentuc-
ky Utilities Company"
• *
• I talked to Mr. Hite and Mr.
Wester after hearing this yarn, and
told them if I was a large stock-
holder I certainly wanted my di-
vidends—past, present and future.
It is quite evident that the K. U.
has been holding out on me, for
I have never received as much as
a thin dime as dividends from the
utility company. Mr. Wester had
promised to investigate the 
to 
tert
when he gets back Lexi gton,
and if any dividends are due me
he will send them on right away.
• • •
• The only way that I can im-
agine such a yarn started is that I
do happen to own a very small dab
of stock in another utility com-
pany, which is not related to the
Kentucky Utilities in the least. And
the block of stock is so terriblY
small that the last dividend I re-
• ceived amounted, I think, to three
*ears and thirteen .cents. So you
0111141118 that'I am not a stockhol-
der in the Kentucky Utilities and
not a "large" stockholder in any
utility firm. But I am flattered to
be described as a large stockhol-
der in anythintro .I wonder how it
would feel to be siich, but _Saar that
I will never have the experience
• • •
• Another funny thing occur-
red the day before the election.
Thomas Exum was cruising the city
with his loud talking outfit and
headed down Main Street while
Vernon Owen was engaged in an
argument with Ernest Fall in front
of the latter's office. Thomas went
into his spiel just as he passed the
two men. He was presumed, I un-
derstand, to be merely working to
get the vote out, although I do not
know what his instructions were.
But he must have seen Vernon and
decided to give him a scare, or per-
haps it was merely a slip of the
tongue—I don't know. At any rate,
Just as he passed along his huge
voice began to speak, and could
be heard .ail over town.
• • •
• "Come out and vote tomor-
row." the great voice boomed.
-Vote for the best interests of the
City of Fulton. Vote No on the
bond issue. Vote No."
• • •
• Vernon was engaged in a
warm argument with Ernest, and
when he heard that giant voice he,
jumped as if shot, and left Ernest
with a sentence hanging in midair
By this time the sound car was
passing the City Hall and proceed-
ing at a rapid pace. But Vernon
thanks to his tennis training was
able to meet the situation. He ran
at full speed after the moving car
and overhauled it about even with
the postoffice. The giant voice was
just starting again, but Vernon
evidently choked Thomas, for he
never got around to that fatal
word "No" again.
• • •
• Well, well, we have voted and
have carried the bond issue Some
worked for it, some worked against
it, some were disappointed, some
were elated. 1 really thought the
issue would carry two to one, and
the relative close race of the vote
eurprised me I never had any
doubt that It would carry, and the,
vote was the only thing that sur-
prieeci me.
Party Shows ,
New Strength
In Vote Gains
Democrats, However, Still
Have Control Of Senate
And House
Republican gains in every broad
section of the land —except the
south—fired the expectations of
party leaders for a successful 1940
Presidentigl campaign today and
brought predictions of a s tan-
tial opposition to New 1 mea-
sures in Congress.
For Tuesday's balloting added
eleven Republicans to the roster
of the nation's Governors, increas-
ed the party's membership in the
House by more than 70 and gave
it at least eight additional votes
in the Senate.
But even these victories did not
measure completely the extent of Large Audiencethe Republican advance. In several
major contests which the Republi- Hears Sermoncans lost, their party displayed
much more strngth than in recent
years.
Against the Republican triumphs,
there were offsets. One of these
was a narrow Democratic 
n New York, which retained Her-
t
i 
ictorY
bert H. Lehman, Democrat, in the
Governor's chair.
In addition the Democrats took
California, which has had a Re-
publican Governor for many years,
and replaced the Republican Gov-
ernor of North Dakota with one of
their own party. They also placed
a Democrat in the Governor's Chair
in Maryland, previously held by a
Republican.
But while the Democrats and the
New Deal lost much, they had
much to lose. The results left the,
party securely in control ot_both
House and Senate, although the
Republican gains vastly increased
the potential effectiveness of a
coalition of Republicans and an
New Deal Democrat&
LaGuardia Plans
Parley In Behalf
Of Progressivism
ClNEW YORK — Mayor F. H.
LaGuardia said tonight he will
confer next week in Washington
with other Progressives on a
program designed to offset what
he described as a "decided set-
back" for Progressivism in yes-
terday's elections over the Na-
tion.
Fulton, Kel
In one of his race press con-
ferences in City Hall, the Mayor,
a former Liberal Republican now
enrolled in the American Labor
Party, said that the conferees
will include Senators La Follette,
Wisconsin Progressive, afid Nor-
ris, Nebraska Republican, and
that he will invite Gov. Frank
Murphy, Michigan Democrat,
defeated for re-election, and
others.
He said they would discuss "a
well-defined, clear, concise pro-
gressive program."
BOARD OF STEWARDS
MEETING POSTPONED
A. 0. Baldridge announces to-
day that the meeting of the Board
of Stewards of the First Metho-
dist Church, whiah was to be held
tonight, has been postponed until
further notice An announcement
will be made later.
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COMPLETE CLEARANCE •
OF EARLY FALL DRESSES 46
AND HATS
In order to give the public
fashion's lates trends, we are
placing our entire stock of
early fail merchandise on
sale to make room for mid-
winter styles.
Sheer Wool Dresses
SALE PRICE—$2.98 to $4.98
Crepe And Alpaca Dresees.
SALE PRICE—$291 to $7.98
Sport felt hate
SALE P1UCE-41.114 to $218
Beautiful fur felts
SALE PRICE 112.911 to $3.511
GALBRAITH SHOP
Adv. 272-3t.
• • • • • • • •
A large audience was present
last night at the Cumberland Pres-
byterian Church to hear Evangelist
Vaughn Fulls speak on "A Living
Sacrifice.' The prayer meeting
group of the First Baptist Church
and the First fahristlian Church
came in a body.
The evangelist, speaking from
Romans 12-1, said: "A great need
of the modern church' s bodily
consecration. We were saved to
serve. No one can hurt the cause.
of Christ like those who profess
to know him, yet live as those who
do not Folks sometimes say to me,
Brother Fults, isn't it awful how
sinners are living, but I tell them
it is more awful how church mem-
bers are living. A man sailing a
ship across the sea need not, con-
himself about the waters on
the otherside of the ship. It is
the eater on the inside that will
sink the ship So it is with the
church."
Services are held daily at 9:30
and 7:30 p. m. The pastor Rev. E.
R. Ladd, leads the large junior
choir which is a great asset to
revival and he invites II •d-
ren. regardless of faith, and coltie
and join the choir.
Tonight Evangelist Fulls will
speak on "The Abundant Life."
and give the story of his life in
the message.
JAPAN MARKING OCT NEW
ZONE OF HOSTILITIES
• Tokyo —Japan today marked out
• a new !zone p1 hostilities"
• tending 700 miles into the interior
• of China beyond present war areas
• ! and warned foreign powers to keep
•, their airplanes and citizens out of
• the zone lest" unfortunate incl-
• dents" occur
•
•
Notes sent to all foreign embas-
sies and legations described the
• new zone and indicated that inter
• lor points would be subjected at
• least to air bombardment in a
• campaign to close the Chinese mu-
• nition transportation chanels from
• British Burma and possibly French
•i Indo-China.
State Is Short On Cash To Pay
Current Debt
-Conference Held
Frankfort, KY., —State finances
were discussed at an hour's ses-
sion of Gov A B. Chandler's cabi-
net today. with Frank D. Peterson,
Director of Accounts and Control,
estimating expenditures for the
remainder of the fiscal year, and
Dr. J W Martin. Commissioner ofi
Finanee. estimating Incetne.
The-Picture presented to the
Governor indicated that the enttre
pare levenus would take care
of J.he esierhated expenditures,
though the period of financial
strain will not be over until the
school year is completed In
March.
The State closed business today
with 8817,575 in the General Fund
But the old age pensiohers have
not been paid. The payment was
due the first of the month. The
teachers have not been paid. Their
payment, too, was due the first of
the month. Approximately $1,600,-
000 will be needed for the two pay-
ments.
A plan for issuing interest
bearing warrants was discussed,
but no decision reached. The
plan you'd be to issue 2 per cent
warrants to pay the teachers. us-
ing the money that comes into th
general fund from usual tax sour
ees to reUre the $8,750,000 of ou
standing 3 per cellist warrants
This plan, If outstanding 1 Pe
cent warrants are called prompt
ly, would effect a net interes
saving to the State. Govern°
Chandler always has been
posed to the issuing of any ne
warrants. Recently he exp
the view that payments should
allowed to drag a little in prefer
ence to issuing new warrants.
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ne Austin .4 rrives Here Tomorrow A. M.
For the first time In the history
Fulton, a movie star is being
ought here for personal appear-
on the local stage tomorrow
d- Saturday. He is Gene Austin,
rld famous singing star, who
here to participate in the
tivities connected with the
orld premiere" of his latest
otion picture, "Songs and Sad-
es", which starts him on the
ad to being the top western star.
th him will be his accompaning
ts, Candy and Coco. and the
ly Miss Joan Brooks, who is
'
also starred in this feature western.
In other words, the actual leading
cast of the picture "Songs and Sad-
dles" will be presented in person
along with the showing of the
show.
Fulton is fortunate indeed in
having this famous singer and ac-
tor appear here, as this is the only
Kentucky town in which he will
appear this year. He comes here
tomorrow morning, arriving at the
Fulton Theatre about 11 o'clock.
(Continued on Page Throe)
cc Woman Burned To Death
--Sister Is Seriously Burned
lodiing Iknited,From fireIn Back Yard
f )4# # Of Cayce Home
Miss Antal* Thoman was fatally burned this morning at
elm home in and her sister. ‘Iiss AllIe Thomas, is in a
ical condition it the Fulton Hospital, the tragedy having
eurred about eleven o'clock this morning.
The two sisters had a fire in their hack yard and Cayce
tzens say that 'hey were evidenth washing. Miss Allie was
the yard and when her clothing caught on fire she rushed
to the house where her sister was. Her sister, Miss Annie,
led desperateh to extinguish the blaze in the clothing of
ss Mlle, and in the attempt caught her own clothing on.
and burned to death immediatel. a'ice citizens mated
.Allie to the Fulton Hospital.
These two Thomas sisters ha% e 11% ed in Cayce for over
rty years anil have always been considered very outstand-
citizens of that eommunit). Both 'ere past se‘enty years
age.
A brother. Jim Thomas. is a prominent eitiaen of Hick-
n, Kentucky and another brother. who lisps a long dia.
ce from thi- section, also sun i‘es.
arkley C(ts 1, Miss Marjorie Lewis
First I)istrict Dies At 4 A.M. Today
BV Big Vote
. Miss Marjorie Lewis, 89 years of
age, died at 4 30 o'clock this morn-
ator Alben W Barkley ma- iity in his race for 
reelecting at her home on the Hickman
on Re-
bed to 26.690 late 
y
tabulations from the 395 
Highway, following a short illness I Philadelphia. —Triumphant 7
nctz in the 14 First District 
Miss Lewis was born and reared publicans w isa fler niftyPh A
ties were completed. Congress_ 
there on June 23, 1849 For several landslide and began looking ahead
In Mississippi, having been born election conquest eiCpand into a
years she has lived in Fulton Coun- tonight to the Presidential election
GOP Election Gains
Send Stocks Flying
For Best Day Of Year
NEW YORK — The stock mar-
ket had its biggest day in a year
and more today.
Combined with the industrial
and business gains of recent
weeks, the New Deal reversals
in Tuesday's elections were fol-
lowed by the heaviest buying of
stocks Wall Street has known in
many months and leading issues
advanced $1 to around $4 a
share, many of them to new high
levels for the 1938 recovery
movement.
The rally began immediately
upon the opening of trading.
Blocks of 5,000 to 8.000 shares
changed hands in a few minutes.
Demand for stocks was so heavy
that the ticker tape, for around
the first hour of trading, was
five minutes or so behind the ac-
tual transactions on the floor
of the exchange. The rally was
extended in later trading as the
returns from the nation's polls
told of the increased strength
of the Republicans in the new
Congress Prices closed at their
high for the day.
Paul Durbin
Elected Treasurer
Of Seniors
Paul Durbin, a Senior in the
College of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington,
has recently been elected treasu- Dick DalVania To Be
rer of the f3enior Class.
Paul is senior manager of the Here In Army Plane
Vniversity of Kentucky football
Dick DaVania. of Paducah, sou -
of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. DaVania of
Fulton, will be piloting the army
plane which will circle over Ful-
ton at some early hour tomorrow
1 
morning.
Dick. accompanied by an
The Young' Men's Besidness Club officer from Louisville, will
wishes to thank everyone who help- I flying in padnaah tomorrow mogigaltv
ed in the bond election, also to say trig to start the Armistice Doe ,Ce---
that the Kentucky Utilices Corn- lebratIon. and when their al 1pany and employes made a fine, vers there are finished bhewl w 1 ,
clean fight. We feel that the Ken- make a brief vLsit to Fulton.
Olson Indicates
Still Plans To
Pardon Mooney
Reaffirms Belief In Inno-
cence Of Man Imprisoned
Twenty Years
Los Angeles. —California's new
Democratic Governor-elect, State
Senator Culbert L Olson, strongly
indicated today he would pardon
Tom Mooney, who has served two
decades in prison .on conviction of
bombing a San'itancisco parade
In 191$ in which 10 persons were
killed. - -
Olson re-affirmed his belief in
Mooney's innocence. He said his
views had not changed since he
supported a state legislative at-
tempt to pardon Mooney by resolu-
tion in March, 193'7.
Labor and liberal groups, includ-
ing many prominent writers, have
championed Mooney's cause for
years, contending he was merely a
martyr of prejudic against or-
ganized labor. The case has been
fought through the State and U. S.
Supreme Courts several times in
various proceedings and has been
before various California Republi-
can Governors
Former Mayor Jimmy Walker of
New York an eloquent appeal on
Mooney's behalf to the late Oov.
James Rolph.
team, captain of the varsity box-
ing team, a member of the varsity
tract team, and is very popular in
all campus activities
CARD OF THANKS
tucky tittilitios Company has a
splendid organisation, compased of
the highest type individuals. Our
efforts were a sincere endeavor to
help Fulton and we hereby promise
to do everything in our power to
see that not a single employee loses
one hour of employment or receives
slower rate of pay. We believe that
every person has a rit'Ot to h1F, own
opinion and our efforts are for the
ones who opposed the bond issue
just as much as for those who fa-
vored it. Every statement we made
was true to the best of our belief,
and we wish especially to thank the
Mayor. City Council. newspapers,
the electricalittompanies which fur-
nished the sound equipment and
every one who helped in any way.
Any suggestions from taxpayers
and citizens were appreciated
YOUNG MEN'S BUSINF138 CLUB.
I. C. NEWS
R. 0. Fisher. ArsIs•ant to the
,r General Manager, Chicago, was
here Y•
J. W, ljern. Superintendent, Ps,
tucah!'.44,0i/issFiriton yeb
J. L. Melntyre„. 'l'raveIi
!leer. en n rday In
Fulton.
G. J. Wil'inghain, Trainmaster,
was in Paducah yesterday
T. H. Ryan. Traveling Engineer,
Paducah, was in Fulton yesterday.
C. B. Ward. Supervisor, who has
been in the hospital in Chicago,
for several days. is improving.
Engineer C. C Maxfield was in
Paducah yesterday on company
business.
Pennsylvania G. 0. P. Victory
Starts Speculation For 1940
Noble J Gregory piled up •
jority of 24,068
publican opponents were John
Haswell, Hardinsburg, who op-
Barkley, and Alvin H.
uts, Hopkinsville, who ran
inst Gregory.
e complete count gave:
nate: Barkley 311,004; Haswell
14.
Ouse: Gregory 115.3118; Schutz
only one county, Crittenden.
Barkley and Gregory give
und to their Republican oppon-
toBalr.222kley lo.Ureabyor721 votes 
—t to
uts by a vote of 1,114 to 1,182, a
renhiocrce 4a:deka/len coon.
ty Barkley's
ty was 5.700 votes and Ore-
s5,1404 to iarren.s4.Barik ley wasvotumo 
and
led 6.510 US 1.338 over
tate.
ty with her sister, Mrs Emma Bel-
lew. and theirs is one of the coun-
ty's most prominent families
Besides her Sister, Mrs. Bellew,
she leaves a number of nieces and
nephews
Funeral services will be held
tomorrow afternoon at two o'clock,
at Union Church. nbrth of town,
conducted by Rev H W Coving-
ton of McKenzie, Tennessee.
Burial will be in the Union Ce-
metery In charge of Winstead-
Jones Funeral Home of Fulton.
411111111
runes Oessakoft
Hickman. Ky. — The Complete
vote in Fultdk ccomty's 22 pre-
cincts:
Senate: Barkley 2,518; Remold'
Set
House: Gregory 1.4711; Schutt VA.
year of 1940
Red-haired Arthur 11 James
Governor-elect and subject of
much of their speculation, plan-
ned a vacation in the mountains to
think over cabinet appointments
and work out details of his Ad-
ministration
he said ne wanted to rest for
several weeks after the vigorous
campaigning that routed Pennsyl-
vania's "Little New Deal"—the first
Democratic State Administration
since 1395
MOO-Vete nailwitY
By almost 2110,000 votes, the one-
time breaker boy and mine mule
driver from the anthracite fields
overwhelmed the DE:i.e....tic can-
didate, Charles Alvin Iona, who
WILS rolvtilled to carry on the pro-
gram of Gov. George H. Ihirte. MAO
was defeated for V. S. Seilatee bp
the veteran lltegratiitease Sams t.
Davis, who ilie VS* a
,
lead of more than 400,000.
The vote from 8.075 of 11,079
election districts gave:
James, 2,041,097. Jones, 1,751.137;
Davis. 2,090.505; lassie, 1,091,027.
Republicans recaptured a lead
in the State Legislature and took
a 19-to-15 advantage in Pennsyl-
vania's Congreadonal delevatton.
The Republicans had only *WM
members before.
As the Keystone State awing
bac:, to the Republican eatemetta
by margins greater thou even tag:
most optimistic party Isadore pres
dieted, talk hinged spin
significance of the Meseta.
sylvanhi has thir1S-11111
college vette.
James goes to Oa
tol pledged to
of Camelia wNclik
driven ladtir
Tanta as
INAS lifirta
bodalitlis
1/111
•a,
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Speech Not Completelv Free Isn't Free At
All
Sy LOGAN OLJ171111ENDIO, M. D.
LEITER from • reader peks:
-Will you kindly inform me sa
to whether it Is dangerous to have
a mole removed from tbe cheek?
I have had one for many ,years,
but a new one has jam made lts
appearance alongside of the old
one. It is in a very conspicuous
place, just under ray right eye."
It is distinctly not dangerous to
have moles removed and, as a mat-
ter of fact, it win possibly prevent
more serious trouble, so it la le
the nature of a piece of hygiene
rather than a danger.
There are several different kinds
of moles. The usual kind ca the
face is what is known as a straw-
berry mark, which is dew to a col-
lection of small dilated Mood 
ses. Another type that is com-
mon on the face and around the
eye Is the pigment wart.
Moles about the eyelids, the
r.cre, the face and neck are unwi-
sely unsightly. They may became
irritated and have a tendency to
grow larger Eye glasses and @rec-
ta:1es sometimes irritate them.
Many doctors advise that they
:nould be left alone, but those who
have seen the result of modem
treatment are enthusiastically will-
ing to recommend that they be re-
-need.. While the he‘t resette are
No Danger Iniiilved
In Removing _Moles
atatasa 
. 
Puldhla
to treat than at any age
reeedemed Selected
Cit 411111011. irilankoat mot Do haor
Itierwa gm.0711: getplace win
&beamed Mtra-Violet bleePe
De. Climnieg will answer
questions of general Interest
es1.1, sad taus only through
his cotufan.
as used lay se beet type of dense-
tedeEillt give the beet results.
Itatibile wed in some came
with geed tellIeb.
Some deemetologista have had
reedlost rainlita with the use of
triellemsestie add. sarecialrY for
the rameall at moles on the eye-
ado at gala TAINSIereeeticadd be
a Need eauslea wid wane WOW
to the Ws mean to have the
erepert7 of attacking only the
small eapillbsey Hood vessels of
whit* mein are made up.
Attar the aeolleation of triebleite
easels add amp soft moles drop
at be ale err amen days. Large
Mae take a Huger time, even to
three weed.-
n can be sem with safety Ur/
the commit* results of the tease
meet by amstiern dermatolega
methods, of moles, is setellirle
satisfactory.
i
near Hallwell. ley . are visiting Mrs. I
Creille Stephenson and Mrs Ines'
Moneee
o. • • mo mlIN • MINI
Fulton, Kentucky, Thureda Afternoon, November 10, 1938
I k.r. lee .1:nes lAiedneaclay and
terment welt held at Cak Grove
Thursday at 11 o'clock.
Tarzeay laelve ladies spent the
aftcrnern with Mrs. Finch and en-
! tyert the day quilting. Wednesday
1- dies were her gueste and
• Thursday four others atteritied and
I heleesd to finish the two quilts.Mrs. !Hertel Boone and Mete SUll
ismint Thursday evening w.th her
parents. while Mr Boone officiated
In ball games at Fulton.
Mr. Carter Kindred has not eeen
very well lately.
Little Margaret Ann Coltman has
been very sick this week.
Miss Mattle Vincent returned Fri-
day from an extended trap with
relatives in various points of lki!ss,,
and Louisiana. She was away about
a month.
Miss Mettle Vincent ha.s oaved
about 10,000 pounds of serecta seed
this fall
Mrs 'Liman Cliver reports pea-
ches as large as marbles and blooms'
on peach trees at her home.
NOTICE
All persons or firms having &Anus
against the estate of Robert White-
head, please file same with the un-
dersigned.
W. S. ATKINS, Administrator.
Adv. 1l-6t
GAS PRESSES IIFAR'r
Mrs. Caine Honduran: and Misii sold. A play Was also presented The N you can't eat or sleep because
Clarice Bundurant spent Thursday house was eagatoctably filled and gas bloats you up treeAdlerilui. One
with Mrs. Edna Alexander and Leal the RA110.'0116 day was duly cele- dose usually relieved' stomach gas
Mae Oliver brated in the itideewey cemmualty.
Mr. and Mrs C D Florrester of . Little Bobbie Fowlkes tees been
Akron. Ohio are visiLng Mr and icry sick with herralslit.
Mrs. W. A. Campbell and Mr and, Ttee Ridgeway! school bey., have
Lewis Scearce. been suLferiag from :etc noisin. t
Mr: and Mrs. _Bernice White ot! :"ems that thete slid doivit. a Da
Akron, Ohio are visiting Mr. and that had Ivie Shirar teeth the eiene
Mn. Roy Wade. 'fockles on thi lank.
Mr. Tam Jones o.' Layton. isDhli i
brother Of Lee Jenes.elled 
stidder 
ef heart trmsble lee. week. Tne
tx ening. 
mains r:ere aprought to the home
the weelierr:. bofirdlhe houses: and RIDGEWAY NEWS __ ,
one nalcon said that number of Mrs. Powers and Mrs. Banks Fi- Mr. and Mrs. Iaunael Rennie; •. 
Ridgeway News
It Is only to be eepee ed V et lee !lenitive of citizens who entertain
silliest of all definieons ef free emilar views ebout freedom of
speech should come out ef the ha- seeech.
Myrick of Hague of New Jersey. Not many people would go as far
This definition was voiced by Col. al Colonel :telly, of course; yet his
Hugh Keilv. secretary to Governor stand is simply the "I betieve in
Moore of New Jersey. Addressing a free speech., but—" theory carried
pro-Hague tally the othrr after- to its kigicat conctusion.
noon, Colonel Kelly declared: For the poire is that if speech is
• "There is only one problem to not completely free it isn't free at
free speech. and it won't take me all. Once you go bryond the ordi-
11.060 worth to explain It. By free nary restrictions which the libel
epeeth. the Founding Fa' hers! laws and similar time-tested, fun-
meant a man should say what he demental sectutes impose, you are
wanted to in his own home. as long heading straight for Celonel Kel-
a• he d'en't protease overthrew of ly's goal. There is no valid halfway
paint.—Jackson-flunthe eneerernent.'
And somehow this reminds us of
• eneedote handed down ;rom the Lag- yce News
strait-laced Tales, when a eery prim,
.
and puIltaakal fresh-water col- and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver en-
lege in the middle wes. had an
1
tertained Mr. and Mrs., Clyde Lae-
iron-clad rule against dancing. I sitar of Hickman. Kentucky and
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruet, Wednes-According to this story. the dean
of women Li this elnege was hay_ dey evening. Games of Chinese
ing a meeting w.th the matrons Checkers were played during the of
• iirps liked diAcintibeeau„ ofsher of Unlon City. Tenn.. spent
g pea rhygina: ,weied Monday with Mrs. Pearl Fisher and
be permitted, after affmale cal-' 
Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Baker at-
Cr1 Sloan.
:s to dance a bit 
Mts.
left the bairdeeg. for such:
tended the quarterly meeting at Mt.with each
-aggnetitt isttitoito• -zwasbilrCh, Tile#44-, 4 ;
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Wood, Mr.The der t •n
and daughter. Betty Faye. :Inn*
Norma and Weser* Wilbanks vi-
sited Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barber
Sunday. I
,..N11-s Lola Mae Mibeey'seeht
(Ay meat with; SiAsiXilciPlcztli i s
, There was a party at the ome
nmel.,44,, girl. 3-1 M!$. C. Ve. Wood. and Mr. mid ct Eleis and Alvis Tine Satur447
she, 51 twist lel. B lie fleamig of St. Louis niaht. 'Moans aehtne4 to haves pi_ 1
e urge to e  ?ler_ .pentednesday eight and Thar:" nice ,tentei and ebere eviu be libt
self rhythmically wan rat. geerw„ dAy with Mr. and Mrs J. N. ?tem- ether party at the home V Oscar
1.), wert„s___Aet, her metre to4segewlen.. 14 and attended the funeral Of easnmirqierFrida'Y itiffii,' 11-'11
MOM alone, lock the door and pull their uncle. Mr. Hutchinson. en Mr. and Mrs. Bert Corms spent
down the dudes. There. in private Thursday. Mr. Hu:4311Nlee lived ivaday with. Miss stil -Conner.
solitary tplendor. s 1...:ar Sylvan Sneele. he might . 
ergaiteedarice Lo her het:16 0.)1Z- Mr. and Mrs. J. H. r-oraing_ and --Riouttinci 1
ast ebeheewswe • a qtid :end Mrs. Rid rim=
*en these two sitions Pag attended the funeral of- Mee.
eej,e an =lasing. paraw. Flemin.ig a brother, Mr. Hutchinson, Ridgeway School staged a Hallo-
e parallel lies not in the. fact Thursday. we'en program 
Menday evenirj. in-
each pereen eentrived to take 1 he flith quarterly eenferenee „41‘444
'-.as held Thursday at the M. 
_ _
ridiculous attitude, but in the
quell church here. Rev. Morris Straus: of f"feleleolef-144441"leefeee-eVeees~•that each one obviously
.flo use whatever for the activity Leuesville, Kentucky delivered the 
reering eermen. Ties being the aidder •disetmion. The MO dean
Clearly disbelieved in denting. flat_ Cl the conference year, the charee
_Ix finally and completes!; ttse Nwl paid out and- all reverted a fine
'7ereey politician quile,,Xe t elearly • Year with Rev. W. A. Bake: 'Nieto:.
has an equaley brdand uneom-: Mrs. Pearl Fisher -and Mrs. Ed
Moen and baby. Eddie Jean. spCl
uesday in UalLm City.
Mrs. Dame.. Bendurant
rice Dondurant spent Sundae wt
Mr. and Mrs: Malcolm Inmen.
The Homemakers club is teviag '
an entertainment Saturday night.
Everyone Is 'invited to attend. oeseeesesao4+444,4,044.4
Mrs. Annie Timer and Miss An-
• peon:things ttelselle in free
And w'hile•we erne got past
time when all :iced .tic:Iple felt that
a young pereen who &treed was
young persazi whcse soul tees
danger. we still- seem to have a
• • • • • • • •
• BULON*A. HAMILTON •
• AND ELGIN WATCHES •
• WATCTI REPAIRE.C.
• ANDREWS JEWELRY CO. •
•
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Electrical Supplies'
Gni I racting
Repairing
.111 ork Guaranteed
(Try ELECTRIC
SHOP
309 Walnut
Call 774
NOW_ 
rile Laurie• Tamer visited friends
at Polk, Tome. Saturday.
Mrs. Cauglaa Monees end baby of
Mta4.4.4-.4•44.4•4.-e-1.41.4.1ke
Ca II 135
Fred itoik.rson
-for-
1 
,
• Groceries & Meals 1
, 1
i We Deliver I101 Slate Line S. i
044-3.44++4.4.44.4.+4-1-1.4-1.+4.+4-1-1-;
Best West Kentucky Coal
Coll us when you need that good Wet.t Kentucky Coal.
Prompt Service at all times.
9 Bundles of Kindling  :31.00
W. M. HILL 84i: SONS
PHONE 2.3-R
•
Dr. Scidon Cohn I
Lye, Ear, Nose,
Throat
srociAL ancient.
the A-earie Finkle at
FIT MAIMS
°Mae HOURS:
to 12 A. et. 1 te I F. al
FLOM
STANDAR!! OF
VALVE
SINCE 1870
S!. Berne:11 is th ce'.-
sienciirte vain, actor, all
ccals. Low in price, but
hiElik hzzt value, tvien
fire 
-bolOn9 qualities so
rect.:tory icr econerae—il
ealivsts Cie 11:..<1icr
your dollar.
CITY COAL CO.
Phone 51 or 322
"1111111111111111111111.1.
•
eluding various stunt performers.
Cakes were walked for and Pies. DON'T SLEEP WHEN
candy. peanuts and popcorn were
COME °NCO .4 1
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Wileta
ing service and flue foods
please the entire family,
fastidasuo woasiLtie the 6h1 
ren -who want foods lila;
home loose" ...4 .
•
Spe...0 rates. given to monthly
boarder', and M LOWE'S you get
a complete service 24 bows a day
LO1E'S CAFE: 
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WINSTEAD, JONES & CO.
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Funeral Directors
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SERVICE
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• Longei Life: and Added
Efficiency for Your Car
•
pao;
' 
1r.okofiil Know-How Service gives
it • Sens.pitiie Pride and Pleasure
• , 7
in your car
- .- Let- ma get your, sari ready for Win.
;kW 40*. Don't wait until rt44 .
w'eitilltbsohir you'll necd your car illeelit „i i 4 • i 1 T •
Lict 115 do the jqippois* Let 1103
Drain and 'Trish 'radii:hit .:. t vs t 1 ) ,
r r . lishl !Ai
Azic:OeFfg.ha e ifian!Sagliffss• t. it se
,takteftleiffqtre and risen ravels, P. - ea egi
1 r 11 Adikit Clatch Pedal Pdalrairggi ••14,/
;:i"1-.14.:•,,, ,,x4 . • r)•larrylito Blom
.leatl
• Cheek, «Oat &rakes
S.
el bat
• 'Olerk dud re-eharge bauery 1.1 41,10;
Refinish scratches, dents r•
• Replei4e cracked glass
• GisiCklighting system
• Give complete grease job
'Car.. 0 gis knals, . Sinionize and polish
bow ',and, we Re?* lltittee. Me.n
and maektines enanbitne'll to do things
right' whew sce Ore dm a repair Pile.
One-Stop gercke erthe Bob White front
• -all the usual kee services and court-
eous otteadants.. -
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HARRY MOSS
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se Men Serve
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•
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BOBWHITE MOTOR
COMPANY
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ilourio Keep Weight Down
After One Has Reduced
UXIALle OLENDKNING, M. D. total to keep tbe 
Weight at the
DVSS 3101123 important than
flee reduetion in weight by
lies Set we have been prescribing
11111111. the last we and a h.alf
basks, is for the overweight to
beep Ind redlucCon.
There is eo more pitiful sight
limn the overweight who &mom-
PMI's a toes ot 15 to 20 pounds by
L Areilsous diet; only to have all
the weight bounce right hack on
whoa the diet ts discarded and for-
mer eating habits ars resumed.
AS too otten we see these people
go to a sanitarium or health clinic
at coadders.ble expense: by a Judi-
Measly planned diet they lost as
sewn ex 25 or 30 pound. without
MY Impairment of health or good
Peeling. Then they leave the sani-
tarium and my virtuously, "There,
ihstl done," anu start in again on
Cs gravies and the salad dreestnge
Lid the desserts and the butter
mom as if that weight loss had
Wen removed like a tumor or an
attack at typhoid fever, never to
Main.
• Xe. &at is not the way. The
prose Important thing for the over-
weight to learn Is that reduction is
* way of life, to be kept up Indefi-
nitely. Other metabolic victims
must learn the same thing—the di-
idiotic is not cured when his sugar
disappears, the gouty are not cured
when the attack Is over. Tor all of
them. the diet must be adjusted
l'er Ira
In many medical treatments
there is what ii known as the ini-
tial dose and the maintenance dose.
maintenance dome le smaller
than the initial does, but of the
kind. lo in reducing, the ini-
tial diet is a rather strenuous re-
ration. WLen the object
of that initial diet is accomplished,
a low maintenance diet is inati-
Dr. Oendening will answer
questions of general interest
and then only through
his column.
Supplies Sodre Needs
The maintanance diet should be
calculated to have just enough cal-
ories to eavply the body's needs at
the lowest poseble level, at very
moderate activity. It is tar easier
to KiLl) thin than to Gin tirsid
again-
At the age of SO to 50 from 12
to 15 calories per pound of body
weight are needed per day at mod-
erato activity. On the average,
2,000 calories a day can be calcu-
lated. I behave that every obese
person I know eats at least • third
more than this. rhat means they
are inviting the accurnidationoof
three ounces of fat a day. (Tat
yields 233 calories an ounce.
You can almost eliminate that
extra thousand calories by eating
a fruit and black coffee breakfast.
If your ordinitry breakfast adds an
egg (75 colonies), toast (100 pati-
nae), with butter (100 'alai's),
bacon (SOO calories), cream for
coffee (100 calming) and sugar foe
coffee (100 calories-1% lumps),
you can see the elimination or that
extra will give you a toed start.
Lew Malatenneas DIM Suggestion
BREAKFAST—Fruit in mama
black cones (possibly one egg and
one slice of toast with Golden
Spread butter or a small helping
of cereal with skimmed
LUNCH AND D1NNIGR-8oupt
or appetisers: Any clear soup
(need not be counted for calories)
tomato juice or sauerkraut juice
Meat and flab: One helping 01
any kind—the one helping is th.
Important part.
Vegetables: One helping of anj
kind. See -meat and fish".
Bread: Made of soy bean. glutei
or Lliters flour.
Butter: Golden spread.
Salad: Any kind, with miners
oil dressing.
Desserts: Fruits or gelattbs.
Coffee: Black.
Barkley Post
Held Secure
Washington, --Senate Alben W.
Barkley, winning handily over his
Republican opponent in Kentucky,
appeared almost certain today to
rmaln post as the Senate De-
liniet b leader.
.he • i change made in thefit.4
pisslon of the 13enate by the
tion of -Republicaris to roats
ly held by. pemocrats, there
little indication of an up-
vs within the' hiajoritY `party
which would Affect Barkley.
ral Democrealpe,nators Who
been opposed. to some of Pre-
Meant Roosevelt's policies, inter-
piked in the Senate by Barkley,
alitt they had no intention of Ini-
tiating or paining any move to re-
place the Kentucky Senator.
Barkley told newspaper men re-
cently he planned to submit his
leadership to a test vote at a party
caucus to be held immediately
alter Congress convenes.
Four Democratic Senators who
might have been counted on to sup-
port *Barkley if any party fight
were made upon him, were de-
feated by their Republican oppo-
nents. They were Senator McClill
of Kansas; Brown of New Ramp-
shire; Bulkily Ohio and Duffy
of Wisco , •• ;
a
counterpart of the lethal pas diem-
ben used in saveral,prigons, satlar-
rities disclosed Maight. —
Indications were; -investifpdors
said, that Harper') wife ang.pridt-
ably the children had,. Inb4ore-
knowledge of his latialtioar * '
Scattered through 'tricot rooms
of the house' Imre 1Pret large
crocks couteinine as atifl • Into
which a chemical' lied; been
Chemist Kills
Wife, Three Tots
And , 411144elf
-
"'Ott Worth, Team; •:4:111114
Harper, a chelizislk elessetr him-
self, his wife Ant:their dal:
dren by turning their-bailie Into
SVEtv-
.CHARTER OAK RANGE
is a
Kitchen •
'Tonic!
Give new gaiety and die to your kilohen —.and iiejoy
brand now burst of enthusiasm is your bows sadick. VIds
bountiful CHARTER OAK Bangs is anailahle 5hr whilst -
enamel. Ivory enamel trimmed with gown araileir;
enamel trimmed with ivory coal's, as well as WNW
enamelled fronts and dew panels.
Solid the colors you late best—cod ple ,vhal it Oro
In II. appeataso, ad yeer • ej
.. • 01 or* Usti Boil.
; lei ce.dbi4 4110144i
Aim ONE 4. Rang."' • mpoilmodit.
Its guidAssoltrag °waft
Its asvpisoo uo,Itlig •
top, as elliaisse &Mid
firs boa, Sr
brallosis ran
oombine Oro
video! estidlig suss*,
welt • sgl
ht feel. -
-
:.4
Sou this awash* •
CHAIIITIROARaonge
no lisk: dusk ,. sad I
aelost Mier rpm
amid year is Solee•lad
0.
4../....4,-=•IC,••- 010:;;.•-;,•-;0-•
dropped. The resulting gas— and
even the method of its manufac-
ture—was the sada* as used in
mine lethal gas chambers, el:Wal-
esa experts deelared.
Pinned to the door ot the bairns
was a note starting:
"Poison gas. Do not enter."
Gene Austin
Mentioned tress irsio-d)
and \will go from here to North
Carolina. The first booking for this
big event scheduled the artists on
the Fulton stage for only one day,
Friday. Malco officials have Visit-
ed Fulton frequently, however, In
the past few weeks and find that
heanager Gilbert has staged a
wide advertising campaign here
and in surrounding towns and chle
to the great possibilities of a very
successful stage show here, these
four artists have been held over
here for another, Friday and Se-
In the afternoon, the matinee
will be shown at 2:30 o'clock and
Gene and his companions will mak*
one appearance, that being at the
conclusion of the feature. In the
evenings, two features will be &cern
and the cast will make an appear-
ance after each showing.
The charming Miss Brooks plan
an outstanding comedy role in
"Songs and Saddles." Strangely
enough, it was Gene Austin will
discovered Joan's talent and start-
ed her up the ladder of radio, stage,
and screen fame. It was Gene Aus-
tin who gave her the first oppor-
tunity on the stage and again It
was Gene Austin who gave the cle-
ver little singer and actress her
first featured role on the screen.
It is no wonder, then that the
very personable Miss Brooks
a lot of her "Columbus"—Oetin
Austin.
Mr. Austin and his two mune*
accompanists are America's mod
famous musical cut-ups. You have
heard them on records and
network radio commercials in
dition. to Paramount, Universal,
0. M.. and R. K. 0. pictures.
are Hollywood's most popular
entertainers.
Fulton citizens are very f
nate in having tills opportuni
to see and hear them on our ogee
Mel stage. - •
t
r. . .
• rIn.pnlaitaii of a ittillithRht
the pultia oiatisit'Ostiri,re
1104111•441140r.ive taPa• In
Wheats 4th* e•
*Midi .altd-Stirrieintr. I
ati *wigs;
(abouttkr*Our. tit IMO P. Ind (
lilt Poo* (4111,0117,0..st the
11,101.110taix
seal° dist ,latifiar,` the
*Pert/, rlr:
at, 'the: paint of
,-of the smith line •
Third fitiest• and the east line
Pearl Street, ignite:1y known lig
Vise Street, ren, thence slit
along the tooth line of
Street 75 feet, thence south
parallel to the east line of Piga
NI feet, more or km, to Ole
north line of the' lot owned igt.
Claude Linton, thence west aialle
the north line of the skid
Linton lot 75 feet to the east bee
of Pearl Street thence north
the east line of Pearl Street
feet more or less to the point of
beginning.
The lien against said groped,
amounts to $1336.00 with • pet. be.
tersest thereon from September Ilk
ligli until paitt)and said
than be sold sdhjoet to any
taxes as well -u 'Street
meet tuxes egebast the same.
To ha old on a credit of
months. .
The purchaser will be
give bond with approved'
bearing interest at the retest
pot from day of sale, ha
of replevin bondon
Ron may issue' when
• , e sin T.
• . ,meetet
•• ; • •
cometworairsoina
_ .
.
In Pgrollittee ai.,e JildiornIM
rFelCite iesisianes
imAkiww:rp
ii, • muirgiv:I ,reptia,( ......,....:..' lalmet
Day) at the ...milsormi
raise.. Ifilistadizied lb She
et NO!: tt, kineffillit .
P!M...1.01111 )91a 110 it
Mei *WO Ai ilIP:4:41C at.
tian. imittoOtt.Awswiella'
ililliC104 wig riewisiwes
South ddy 111,11  IRrok lei the
by the vielvssialk ortesetiv
r •
TON DAILY LEADER
via pooh asa property occupied
by DM Ifollifield, and on the West
by a street. not named, but run-
iIns and South Being the
lam property oomeYed to T. L.
Murray by T. J. Murray, and is
now occupied by T. L. Murray as a
bowie.
Tb• lien against said property
amount. to $144.55 with interest
at the rate of 6 per cent per an-
num from the 33rd day of Febru-
ary 1935 until Pad; $1.00 for the
Oats of filing a Mechanics Lien
Statement in the Office of the
Gaunt/ Court Clerk of Fulton
County, Ky.
To be sold on a credit of six
months.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security
bearing interest at the rate of
pct. from day of able, having force
of replevin bond, on which execu-
tion may issue when due.
P. T. RANDLE
Master Commissioner
273-3t.Adv.,
.4,Mt-17714..,....,Z-WP:Wa
rn,Fryr_
SOv_EASY
4 " • a-
TO,TAKE HOME...
THE
- •
SIX. BOTTLE CARTON
1Tbe bandy all-bottle carton le for your conven-
ience...to provide the pause that refreshes with
Ice-cold Coca-Cola in your home. All ;he family
will welcome this pure refreshment. Buy it from
your favorite dealer.
Coca Cola Bottling Co.
198-14S-87
^
Tomato Juice, 3 tall cans 25{.
, Navy Beans, 10 pounds 32e
- Cam bells Tomato Soup. 4 cans - 29c
.JEL1 - I g packages He
riltivbikiis Gelatin, 3 packages - - - 10c
Palmolive Soap, 2 for - -lie
Super Suds, large — —
Salt or Matches, 3 boxes lOc
Pineapple Gems, can —
•
D•adous end
Catsup, 14 ounce bottle, 3 for
Kidney Beans, No. 2 can, 2 for - - -
Evapkated Prunes, 6 pounds - - -
Evaporated Apples, 2 pounds
Evaporated Peaches, pound
Cauliflower, head - -
Yellow Onions, 3 pounds
Fresh Cocoanuts, each 
Jonathan Apples, dozen 15e
Texas Seedless Grape Fruit, 3 for — 10c
Spinach, 2 pounds  15c
Red Potatoes,. 10 pounds 17e,
4
•-Z• :we, • • •• -•••• •••••••
ler joie Pretties -1,,v.
A erisised kitchen sis ens of
for, now that pumpkin
roast terkeri and 111 the
I rr jest aroved the
. And sae of the earliest
to beg. tide Moderrdslag is
aa additIodal side light fix-
er tom.
jil but the tiniest of kitchens
e ceiling fixture is Maure-
en good working light.
are jhat if you bore only
Hat. Au stead at year
table vs, ranee with the con•
ge good light behind
your ehallew falling on
wort and slostAtig es year vis-
Antos die need fin dile tights.
IN this modern kitchen. side light fixturel
contribute to convenienee and ease of seeing.
?bore are a number of ways to
gravid* these, depending upon the
eseditioa of your pocketbook.,
One of the easiest and cheap-
est is the portable will lamp
This can be hung as quickly as a
picture, and its socket plugged in at
the nearest electric outlet. In a
breakfast nook, too. suck a lamp
can be used with nice effect, and
there are many types of shades
provided with these units.
Frequently in new kitchens the
wiring has been planned so that
permanent side fixtures can be
installed above all the working
areas. The shades of these fix-
tures should be dense enough to
sift out glare and to distribute an
abundance of smooth light.
Peek beneath the upper cue-
boards in some new kitchens aid
you will sod another source of
local work-light. Hugging the wail
elom beneath the cupboard are
strung the new tubular bulbs.
These are not visible to the eye
when one is standing and w,r1c.
lug, but the light is there when
it is needed.
In still other kitchens there's
a lighted glass panel in the ceil-
ing above the sink. This gives
good lighting if the built-In boa
above the glass is large enough te
accommodate bulbs of adequate
sise.
Purely for beauty and decoration
is the use of a glass or plastic wall
between the upper cupboard and
the top of the lower One, with
colored lights chininie through. Ts.se
colors are easily changed at the
tip of a switch.
J. 11. dallialiA111-4 telbat& him no less
from us. What splendid qualities!
There was something unusual What a magnificent spirit. and how
ceilleal to. ' I toendalber that ;Ore heard that J, R-oran
1
'beta J R. Graham He drew peo- our hearts were touched hen It'e
d gone
otigh which To paxged to 1-.15- reward and we Øurgie t.ir
When that terrific cyclone passed tears with his family. i
I hrough Clinton. sweaptha every- There v,cr,. so many:thing thsi I
."fhlfratl/Nmerie Mid NheIlletft istewiffebievidatithindOkitaild matt; I.. do
Ma; betas* Pt He and all his fa- would like to say abcut my frie d.
caught is tne ct::•=ery ,111,:f)t desire- here to collect -the (-vents
oue a dhow. . the his Me, nor narrste e
verything
beam, wen swept ovhr=ititer the, that he did, only enough to give
fiekl. iiwtetting his mother. what me quality of the man and the
,..pid not survive And J R Grahams- Minn-9f his life. There artf so
as brought to my home as we aUj many Wings that you cannot t*
down: iltho can write the t
ft a inau? These tine ClUalltleil NO
delicate and intangible that you
Cannot find"WOrds to express them.
Life itself cannot be worded. There ,
I to die and for three mon
lay bn the bed haningig
lie and death It was there that
ifs and I had the opportuni-
y to test out the man sad -kb
principles and a love sprang up be- are some men who are eto Much
mean as that has grown as the more than anything that can be
years have gone by and are love said about them From this point
—
now that he is gone'
"Words and Music"
1 1 I
••••
•••!
4Words" front
bum "tetasic" to
Sassed to hear e
lu,ow the quality
lie are proud
word for Browilees Flour. Such words may
YOU to gtvi. it a trial—We'd'be proud of that,
lust Ask tour Gier. lor-;
QUEEN'S CHOICE
BROV/DER'S SPECIAL
Si111 011A or PEERLESS
Iwo goareassed
tiN.Ct
a satisfied ctsatomer hate als ay
our ears. Naturally, se should be
omplinients front thow s ho really
of Browder Products.
of the fact that housewives speak
MILLING CO.
of view I wish to speak. of my
friend. •ery element of- Ilia life
had opened up like a flower to the
sunlight-like a mighty river, so
deep and yet so wide, with the
mountain pushing it down on to
the sea. lifting everything on It.
and at the same time, growing from
Within out to fulfill pock's plan Of
Mr hie. AM. thee elements et peat-
N DAILY LEAD
nein 11016111111Ssly hied islabila
suirtrart 
1 
Palm elements 1.11741::
0 bogie Ina, what Is 
maks Ida gyggt? Who are the Pelt
men? A Ism may be Mat a4 a
Poet, or we on artist, atsdai not
be a great man. No man ie Wel If
he is non great in character. lie
must be great in soul. He multi
have a great spirit. And he must
be able to see deep into things, ta
see the principle that lies back of
it all and he must have the cour-
age of his eonviction3 to enable him
to stand and having done all to
stand.
There was something In my
friend that made every net of his
great. It was love that went out
into sontething that Was universal
yet too deep to be expressed in
words. RIB soul must palm through
what he does and what he was.
This Is th‘ forca that moves man
and sets his life to vibrating such
it nran wants a wider sky over his
head and a broader plain under
his feet and an infinite stretch of
time before his eyes. He thus be-
ccmes a pert of the universe, he
see= the soul of things and is
himself a soul aho cannot be blot-
led out and ts. therefore, In har-
mony with the universe and goes
out to meet
him in the rner.n time everything
that is word. while. Such a man is
,fgreat, although he may nisi be
conscious of It. He stands In the
midst of the stream of power that
has no Iladtations except the limi-
tations he sets to hirnse:f. Such a
lean was I. Oraharri.
J. WI 'WATERS
- -
110DAKNIZEte eliteeril PLAN OF
SINGLING aRollsEas CHIEF
. ,
Athenta, —A reedenised circus
alr-conditiOnee, „toter c )necial23
anti geared to swing time 14 the
pan of John Ringling North, pre-
sident of !Melnik Brothers-Bar-
Mins and
Labor trulthl s etich 'closed the
big show last Jane 22 bave been
ironed out. North said, and alteady
plans are underway for next tear's
return to the -react
Here with the Al 0%.111arnes-8ells
Floto circus astnther' ftingl:r.g ven-
ture, North his:brothir, Vice Presi-
dent Remy Ringlingt.‘ North. and
Charles Umpire, Netae-York thea-
trical desiener. steam:el an intri-
guing piotute of a inietts "such as
no one hes even seen."
The sir eolidithining preibably
•
MILADY'S WINTER .0ATS
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wOW that the huhub over ax•
treme hair-dos is gradual', snb-
Ming In faro? of softer thug
around the neck and face, women
are fully prepared to eeneeetrate
on their wIn:pr hats Regardless
of «Om or style, Mit Oostiosoo
of ranking Impf.rtotrirn rotor is
rampant also ... especially la bats
for football wear Man y hats con-
tinue to bright football colors or.
If black or brown will be ac-
eested with color trio, gay teeth-
Ors. plumes or bows.
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mite Siossek las
W4 *Ws Lemke- dimmed the
proposal miss whom,
is pop be greeicwiek Wick. it
may be blue, PO everything will
and Lanntire. 'We
can't do away with the center
poles, but we're going to mak:
them less conspicuous and intro-
duce lighting Riche neves used be-
fore.
North added, however, that al-
••••••••• ••••
•••. ••••• ••••• •••• ft•—••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Thurada Afternoon, November 10, 3938
is Maxie hisa barietni is dests, W-
teen miles from here this it-Ito-neon
as he sat erect In hls, cab, pinned
to his seat by the lialihilitard and
steering wheel, in front and his
vireeked trader behind.
etitt. Highway partollnen to-
night bud not been able to iden-
tify the victim.
The top of the truck was In
blues, witnesses said, and they
couldn't get to the driver.
UMW OMNI ItilandhatelleS1110
ed, "the elephants, sparales, saw-
dust and peanuts still will be
there."
Mall Pinned In
Blazing Truck
Begs To, Be Shot
Oxford, N C., —An Oxford beer
truck driver who begged onlookers
•, 4
All livntiers are Fickle
Fronticis- hoive always bias/creel and
fought bock—and then given lavish treas-
ures to thou: who would not be bullied .
by 010 ,threatorted danger of today or the
fear of tomorrow.
No condition of life constant and each
a nc..ly change is a frontlet baffling to some
...a welcome Challenge to others., Today's
ANNtUfe f2.1111.tCid
;fah?' of tie
World4Faaseas
C's
• • •
frontieresie,• to the timid, "It can't be done"
,—then they give splendid rewards in fields
of science, business, agriculture and trans-
portation. to the with the pioneet's get.
'klie opportunities and prizes that America
offcrs us all today- -as ycsic:day fill
people of other nations with envy. Small
wonder they fire Americans with :.r.ibitioni
.tiothn drop of ii
udweber
MALE TOSS TEST
DRINK StItilketldilikertgl.FIVI OATS.
ON THE SixTV1 DAY TAY IV:INK A SWIM
BEER.. YOU Walift
FLAVQ1
C0.11 1.1,11 .0r
SY. L.•-,1•14.10
4
L..•••••••••••••r..•.•-7-7.1•••••••••••••— — 
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C
osttNo at you, it looks like a million.
Going away, it looks like good for-
tune you've missed.
A lot of fussy care went into the way it
looks from the roar—you know, that'idio
angle from which it's oftenest seen.
Going or coming, it moves like a hooey
bee about its business. Better look quick
if you really want to see it—one sudden
mesvo-o-o-shr and it's gone'!
How about it—is this stunning 1939 Buick
really as lively as it looks?
Maybe a bullet gots off faster. Maybe
• rabbit can beat it an the jump or a sky.
liner lead it from point to point.
But you'll never want a highway cruiser
that answers quicker to the green light's
"go"—or that with keener'relish data up
the pleasure-packed miles.
That bonnet houses a fult,lorarnt (Al
elf* cylinders, and Dyne cylt7iders
at that. All 'four wheels dant. ask NIC011
sprillline of stout spiraled elect; Po
quiver or shiver shakes the koniriout
IkOdy Wits flight.
You'll see the world—lots of.ii;-for this
sightly Buick now parades lbs. pessitit
punorstne through Windows tellistip to
to
•
ersczrstlat
le
413 more square inches cf outlook than
before.
Other things you'll like: ,1 gearshift out
of knee-way. Front wheels that "hank"
the curves for you. Brakes that stop on a
dime—and leave nine cents change.
In one—we think you'll like all of it—
from its looks to the way it lives tap to
them. Won't you try it out—and bee P
* * * *
NO OMER CAR IN TH1 WORLD
• HAS ALL THIS' FIATUSIS
* DyNAJLAsu VALVE - - HUD 11.11A10.1 T- 1110.4T
MOM * uscomt TO111006 - Pull 11111010010
mums yummy * KANOtnen INANWIDSON
* soosuot'acusrest soot' IV Plain * rake"-
TUSI tative*VIPTIN Wf011AUtIC *AXIS * otOtires
seam ettlrOl*"r.ATINALX-COOttle0"*OPTIONAL
• AXLII malt ItArios * ittAtit-WAY DIMICTION
stemit *Ittll-tatiat940 Kelta-aCrOti ItitONT MON-
* titsr 10 NIT ON OiNITAAL MOTORS TUNS
e Beauty!"
•••,•••••441,4••••04••••••.••...4••••00•• ..•• ••••
11013 31,
qui* *Ws
MOTOR .CO.
Pullen, Ky.
• • ••• JP •
4,, • 
.
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Now You Can
Own A Home
43)1**11
You can eliminate the waste
of paying rent by using our
modern home-financing plan
to buy or build a home of your
own. • Your loan application
will be acted on promptly.
•
Fulton Building & Loan Assn. .
eatt
'
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QUALITY HEATERS
For Every Need and Every Parse
i7.,
; :•71rAr;•-e4•47.6 .!.; 4
•
.73,1
• LI • t.
• • 001,-N• .e • •
I •
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0 gP
Dixie
Circulators
Perfection
Oil Heaters
Progress
Hot Blast
-Heaters
.America'
 
n:
• Sun-Flan:1o,
• , .41so,. Complete- Saoctis •
-..alaii.itOreAcces.saries
I i
line of heaters is ou eonspicte includ.
In! heat/snit sitne*-- rot- a t needs,. and.
lIticsw.114 a.,4.Tronia email Liui1rir heater 44
tile 111,,,i oftv;ancod porcellean enameled cireteating$'
heater I V; 1141i 0%4:-
I'm find (z healer lor tiNtryl conceivable need
di ed on our foot: tta t *.04
Liberal allowance for your 01d Stove
Fulton Ildw. & Furniture Co.
Lake Street FnIton, he. Phone No. 1
11
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The Hand Of Friendship
Nothing is more heartening in times of sire 401
than a warm handclasp from those who know and
like you. That really means something.
Likewise insurance really means some
when you have a loss, and )ou realize that a strong
company is back of you to share the loss - - to enable
you to rebuild anti go ahead. Why not take ach un-
tage of this support. Let us show you how.
We are glad to talk over insurance matters
with you at any time.
ATKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
mason No. S LAKE STREET
dULIET 814ELBY
TALKS ON BEAUTY
HERE AT last Is an Innovation
that will be welcomed by all of
you that long for etrong, well-
groomed nails. It is no long drawn
out series of treatments that you
will as likely as not give up or
forget before you have ever gutten
the nails of your desire. Quite the
reverse. It can be done with only
a few minutes tacked on to the
time you are accustomed to take
when you give yourself a manicure
or have one at a beauty shop.
And you can get the same treat-
ment either at your own hands or
those of your favorite manicurist
It is a new waxy base that is
applied before the nail polish.
This preparation has been known
in Hollywood for sometime, but
only in the last month has the rest
of the wald known about the
wonderful results that it has had.
The protective was in the base
helps to prevent splitting - and
cracking of the nail. It forms a
hard, even coating, encouraging
the nail to grow out without
breaking. So it is a real joy if
you are one of the or.cs who have
to bang a typewriter Ulf' a living
or do lots of work around the
house.
If you are giving yourself •
, home manicure you proceed in the
usual way. After you have re-
moved your old polish, cleaned
your calls with warm water, a nail
brush and soap, shaped your nails
with your emery board, pushed
back your cuticle and removed the
dry dead skin, you are ready to
put on the wax. The only thing
to thick of when you apply the
base, la .to. cover the nail tips and
have a narrow line bare all around
the base and skivi Of the nail.
That's so you will be sure turegver
the edges of the undercoat when
you come tel put on polish.
Easy to Apply
This preparation whips over the
nail as easily as polish ilues.•• Let
It dry and then put on your polish.
It doesn't take long to dry, and
there is no feeling of sitting
around all Ca), impatiently waiting'
for your nails to dry.
Because of the hard surface the
undercoat provides. polish wear is
improved. It acts as a polish
foundation. filling up any ridges or
unevenness incyn he nail $o that pol-
ish will now smoothly and ad-
here evenly. And it doesn t
streak. .
You can wear as many coats of tr.
polish over the bas: as you wish,
but It is a very good Idea to put
on at least two. If youi nails are
king enough, put a litt:e of the
base under the nail as well.
When relish requires r:pairing.
sirtipty coral); ancther cost over the
nrst. and your hsse can left on
indent-A(1y. Ft:gular luhricant
polish rcraover tr.I;cs it
This tittle n:(1 will ;, your
manicure stay ,vith you 7 in
day out. It will be a ,tc
l those of you who have thin, brit-tle
County Agent Notes! 3nd they hope to be thci*,-y beforeChristmas. I
Jim Neel!, who be 04 en sick
(By J. B. Williams,) i for some tiree.,Islot-:
Oise Variety Cotton Organization
Started
At a meeting at the court house
Thursday about fifty cottbn far-
mers west of Hickman heard J. E
Hlte of the Plant Industry Depart-
ment. bf the United statea Depart-
ment of Agr.culturesdiscuss the ad-
vantages of the one variety cotton
cenununity. A number of the far-
mers are of the opinion that some
new variety of cotters is to be in-
troduced but the cotton growers
that belong- tjte organization de-
termine the variety us well as all
other bualnies pdlicieve0 the orRa- Hayes .farrn us West State Line
Inisation. Mr. Bite pCntbd out the ,Lood„ 'rerinenee sale. ,
ease and economy of securing ar. •Mr. Wilber Hardy has Iiiirzhascd
perpetuating good seed tó the grow- Mr. Jja11 farm, en West State Lieu,
ksougla.the. Q•rzari411419P. VI Read, Tenneesee Side • •*WS
'.howed that both the yield aif jam
aV wel 'SC lengthsef- the lint pc.„....n Fta .7-7;;A
r.g.
The wind hist Friday wd much
damage • through ,
wrecking. windows and ruining old
etrUctures.
•
Palestine News
&creased each year that
, rata swat; from th
fttet4 tttatte
t4tv,, rem, thrtilit
atI Orynnisliion
idnJ 'and ,aelected the
Mrs. Mt:son Sams 'anti children.
Bobbie Joe and Fatriesi Ann, !eft
for Detroit., Michigan lett Wednes-
day to Join her httabard who has
been employed there.
Mrs. W. e. Wade ha2,brought thc
he Weds d.1 PhYr. •- -a- ski tir••
tics yiduirrihotar fp
fannersi fo Wel%tack •
Liat thc•-i,
 going tr." town and while dt.ling_
of UR" I levee her an who WAS
rollow-.1 uk Kb; eaufatilite She
fetmeres Raaeal W. c- err, rann s-dewn the embankment
liaus,hte C. M. Iiorhibe. Mesa Helen7 ancl,t, ever aa water. The
Tyler. E. h. Johnsen, J. Lath*: „most okaagid
V. E. Ocalder td cOnstituct by-last.3 n-fwerey 1-• sere t
govern the 0cl:still:ration v.'hicn seozinon who vii found v.ith
* : 
will be presented to the cotton ijr- a brokca legainabruaes. Fhc was
eters men at a sign-up meeting to caerearl to MimPhis Hospital far
determine the membership.of the treatment. It has been reported
erganizaton, here that she Is resting well.
Mr. and Mrs. :etc Jaceson and
eaughters, Irene a 0. I Elizabeth.
Swaim LIBA.JWCU sesiting
relatives.
Mr.. "Pinky' Cl\ce, who has
tern visiting Mess elazon 3c-..s for
:he past eight weeks, left last!
Tuesday for a visit with her niece.,
Mrs. Datha Penner. of Fulton.
Mr. end Mrs. Helves Barkley of
!Clintsa :peat Thursday altemoon
Chas. Wriset has. fatished with. her parents. Mr. 'and Mrs.
I testing his Yellow Hybrid, seed corn,' R. Carter.
'and ha 3 about 135 bushels which! Wheat achainai,:iti neighbor-
wi lribailsidthefar- be graded into threa grades./ hood is hcaxia 
c
• This was one of the big objections haars are surely enjoying the rain
to Hybrid seed that was said in the .s.hich Wa3 30 badly needed.
County last :pring beesuse. -f-----
rrades and rises were required to Naw is a good :ans. IC. renew
be planted through the-same plates, you? subseripUon. -
J. IS DeMyer of Cayce resort
th-t he has haree:ted a...pertien ( '
his four acre field of Certified Prie
of Saline seed corn rind receive
Yield of 63 bushels ,-nr acre. M-
DeMyrr sta' cd t..t he was !a:ass:.
ed at this yield and was plannin
to plant a much larger fled fc_
seed in 1939.
WANT ADS
BEST BUYS OF THE WEEK
$35.00 Circulator, used • $14.50
$42.50 Circulator  $23.50
$47.50 Circulator  $26.50
$52.50 Circulator  $29.50
$65.00 Circulator  ;21.60
Other Stoves $1.50 up.
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
Easy Terms--Phone 35-Church St
.e.Thira!MaJ11111,41/WAMS•
etton Referendem. December 10.
Farmers will be given an °Om- "";-4-1-4":.
trinity to vote on Cotton Market-
ing Quotes, December 10. STEPHENSON'S
CHESTIV117 GLADE
Len Jones. who died suddenly at
the home of his brother was buri-
ed at Oak Grove. Senesce were
conducted by Rev. Reynolds.
, Mr. Jim Milan and c.iwzhter vi-
sited in Wildersville last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Browa of
Inemphia visited their parents. Mr.
I end Mrs Torn Brown an.1 Mr. and
Mrs Julius Vaughn over the week
nil
Mr. and Mrs Mack Ladd r.:or•a
to celebrate their golden wedding
annivertary next Sunday. They winl
; have open house that day rind'
I invite their friends and relatives
to call some time during the day
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Taylor ti-
cited their daughter. M's Mile
I Nanney, and family, In Biadfordlast Saturday
Ralph floors: who has a position
In the Trenton school, spent the
I %seek end with hill parents. Mr
and Mrs. Estes Rogers
The new home of Mr. and Mr3.1
To Advert e In The Daily Leader Pays I Jim Burke is nearing completion'
Gil0( :FAY
Quality Groceries
ZnAdT79
FREI: DEI WERT
Phone 67
P.44444.414.4444444+4444.4444
•••0•••••••+4.4P4 --- *444
EDWARDS
FOOD STORE
Horne of Quality
F00(18
Free Delivery
417 Main - TeL 149
.r.,*-0-4-410114
FOR RENT-4-room apartment
in Curlin Apartments. Heat and
water furnished. Ample closet
space. Close in. Call 37. 230-tf.
•
IsOR RENT: 3-room apartment,
eentrally located. Private entranee
Mrs. Sallie Smith-309 Eddings
Street. Adv. 241-tf.
FOR RENT - Modern 4-Room
apartment. Good basement and
garage. Phone 756. 257-tf
BIG SAVINGS to cash customers
on Ranges, Heaters, and Washing
Machines. 'Mayfield Appliance
Company. Mayfield, Kentucky.
Adv. 268-13t.
FOR RENT-Five room house
Apply to Dick Thomas. Phone 197
Adv. 270-fit
,•••100••••.•••••
FOR RENT: One 4-room fur-
nished apartment. Hardy Apart-
ment. Phone 100. Adv. 271-6t.
FOR RENT: Front bedroom, 420
Co'lege Street Convenient to New
Yards. Call 910. Adv. 27141.
FOR RENT-Two room apart-
ment, 406 Glenn Avenue. Call 530
Adv. 271-6t.
FOR Ftk.ri : 3-room tmfurnished
spartment at 110 Pearl Street. Te-
Isphene 867. Adv. 272-3t.
FCR RENT; After November 15,
5-room houra on Fourth Street.
Call 432. Adv. 273-3t.
FOR RENT-Four room apart-
ment, bath and garage, 309 Cen-
tral Avenue. Telephone 13 Adv.
272-6t.
FOR RENT-Three roam apart-
ment, 207 Carr Street. Telephone
Adv. 273-et.
-"My Skin Was Full -
(1i Pimples *sad Blemi-
shes From Coristipation"
says Verna Schlepp: "Since using
Adlerika the pimples are gone. My
skin is smooth and glows with
health." Adlenka washes BOTH
'bowels, and relieves constipation
that so often aggravates a bad
complexion•--EVANS DRUG CO
•
. ENE
1,1
)
, • ,
‘..• •
Southern Style
You've never tasted REAL
southern barbecue until you
try Jack Bobbins Pork or
Mutton barbecue. They're
made from an old southern
receipe and only the finest
meat and ingredients are
used:
Curb Service
•00i
Just "honk" your horn and
an attendant will take your
order -pronto "
PHONE N. 247 ta mks ce-
ders. If you want Ilkinestilig
done to order, we ass pad to
do this for you. Wafts" Theft
or (last. Trion reaosnabin
JACK
ROBBINS
207 MTN MIXT
RADIATORS
'.744.1. •
DON'T THROW IT AWAY; .
Let Us Repair It and Save You *mot
Fuel Pumps, Windshield Wipers Wooer
C 1i ( I er Heads, Carbureters, Motor lab
a Specialty.
Call and Give Us a Trial
JONES AUTO PARTS CO.
198 Central Ave. Fulton, Ky.
IMF
We Carry a Complete' Line of Beer
featuring ---
Cook's - Greisdieck -Falstaff
Budweiser - Sterling -Pabst
and Blatz
Visit us for your Beer
BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
442 Lake.Street
See The
NEW 1939
--1Beginning November 4fit,
Showroom 4
AUTO SALES COii I-
FORD DEAIAR. •
1
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This May Be Your liome-T!AV
You don't want to stay at he le Aar
guard your property. Nor do you want In
with a burglar with a revolver. That is not Ole OP
smart . . . . The smart thing is to imam MI/ ow
perty against theft and then you ear be onsyln IOW
mind.
FALL & FALL
eiee aline - simian •
HORNOE
FUNERALL$
Corner Carr aigti
Phone No. 7
00••••
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SOCIAL and PERSONAL
N. M. (Sook) Weits-T, ocicte Editor—Office 30 or
EAST FULTON P.-T. A.
1N CALLED MEETING
The East Fulom Parent-Teachers
Association met yesterday after-
noon in a special called meeting
at the school building, for the pur-
pose of making plans for the next
meeting and making a review of
the Hallowe'en carnival results.
The president, Mrs. Lynn Askew,
presided and it was decided that
Dad's night, which will be given on
the night of Novmber 29, in con-
nection with the regular meeting,
will be held at the Sc;ence Hall
and will be in the form of a pia-
luck supper. Mrs. C. C. McCollum,
Istrs. L. P. Carney and the teach-
ers of Terry-Norman were named
on a committee which will engage
a speaker for this event.
The treasurer, Mrs. Doran Col-
ley, gave a very good financial re-
port on the Hallowe'en party give"'
by this group at the school build-
ing and reported that $77.50 was
collected on the party, $65.4% of
which was a clear profit. After a
lengthy discussion it was decided
that a part ef this monoy will be
used to buy new books for the I
PASCHALL'S
Headache Powder.
FOR HEADACHE
and NEURALGIA
HARMLESS
Sold by all Druggists
10e Per Package-
4 Doses Each
Terry-Norman library.
also make very needed
the class rooms.
After all business was transact-
ed the meeting was adjourned, to
meet again on their next regular
meeting day, in December.
• • •
MR. AND mgs. DaVANIA
ATTEND PADUCAH PARTY
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. DaVania mo-
tored to Paducah. Kentucky last
night where they attended a party
given by Cook's Goldbloom Com-
pany in honor of their son, Dick
,DaVania and wife, who have re-
cently moved into the new home
in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick DaVania were
presented a lovely gift for their
beautiful new home.
• • •
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
IN MONTHLY MEETING
The Senior Music Department of
the Fulton Woman's Club held its
monthly meeting yesterday after-
noon at the club building on Wal-
nut Street and about twenty-three
members were present. Hostesses
for the afternoon were Miss 164iza-
beth Butt, Miss Mignon Wright.
and Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr. of the Peace, officiating.
After a short business session. They were accompanied by Char-
conducted by the chairman, Mrs. les C. Barnett and Thomas F. Jen-
Charles Gregory, the meeting was kins. The 111•09m is employed as
i turned over to Miss Catherine Wil- a baker in Dresden.
liamson who vras leader for the 
- -4 • •
program. CLUB LAST Mawr -
Miss Williamson readlik very in- wrrn hum wiGGIN
teresting article on ''Haydn and MX, and Mrs:siK
Mozart." She then presented the host. and hastarda.. ...-z
following musical numbers:
Voice: "My Mother Bids Me Bind
My Hair," by Mrs. J. T. Fowlkes. •
Piano: "The Allegro Movement
i in C," Mozart—Miss Sarah Owen.,
Luilabi," Mozart. ,
They will
repairs in
1111()NE 12
1. tsT TIMES TODAY!
if
11:41 \ .46 AM NWT • MR
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RE 1,..• 11,..P. • Weirs 111•14
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STARTIn FRIDAY H;4'Indd0Tr:rBFeor
SATURDAV,
IN PEN'
USTIN-
* Charming
Jill
MOONS
end
ALL ON THE SCREEN
in Songs and Saddles
with
hos
"SIDEKICKS'
of Roche end Serest
CANDY ser COCO
• NO PA
• 4cHEDuLE •
FRIDAY - - Matinee, 2:30 - Adults - 40c
NIGHT, OPENS 6:45 — ADULTS • - 40e
SATURDAY — — CONTINUOUS FROM 1 O'CLOCK
• ADULTS Me UNTIL 5 P. M.—AFTER 5 P. M. 44e
C.H1LDREN  19e
: :he bile -
tesss served dainty relre-nmmts!
• • •
AUXILIARY OF B. OF R. T.
ELECTS OFFICERS FOR 1939
The Auxiliary of the Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen held its
monthly meeting yesterday after-
noon, at which time officers for
1939 were elected.
Mrs. R. -51. Lynch was elected
president with the following as-
sisting officers: Mrs. Clyde Omar,
Vice-president; Mrs. Sam Steele,
Secretary; Mrs. P. H. Aired, Trea-
surer; Mrs. Willie McClain, Con-
ductoress; Mrs. D. B. Vaughn,
Chaplain; Mrs. Ernest Forrest,
Warden; Mrs Leonard Hagan, In-
ter Guard; Mrs. Claud Shelby,
Outer Guard; Mrs. J. H. Aired, de-
legate to 1939 convention; Mrs It
M. Lynch alternate delegate; and
Dr. Horace Luten was chosen the
medical examinor.
Twenty-nine attended the meet-
ing yesterday and hestrd the regu-
lar routine of business transacted.
The door prize was received by
Mrs Frank Henderson.
• • •
LYNCHARD-CALLIMORE
Miss Fesiere Oallismore, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs Sidney Oaths-
more, of Dresden, Tennessee, and
Mr James R. Lynchard, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. R. Lynchard, aLso of
Dresden, were married here last
night with Homer Roberts, Justice
were• ususa
Tuesday bridge chits 4$ night at
their home on Maple Avenue. The
three tables of players- were pre-
sent, •incluelirfgOr1.l title rrmbers.
At the *nett of he g es high
score fori tlirteetarlf held by
Mr are litre eherre- t wbo
were presented attracting
• Mrs. JP/Weirs& served _her. guests
a salad plate.: - • ,
' • :• • Iiire•Te
JUNIOR MUSIC CLUB
MEETS TOMORROW
'The Junior Wilde Club, w111 meet
toinerrotv afternoon.at three o'cinell
at the WhoillinetClab , ,
' •eir yr
NIT .111111V1111211094T WILL; 1.11-
HAVE isedriteso,sarvassat
The Art. Degartinezt Pf ?W-
m lemmas's .otsta. will glee Sa-
turday afternoon at iwo o'clock at
D. Fred Worth.
MeillNilisfilgotord, leader, . Ma
prepered leaddlifiteresting orarraur
tor tbs. atteihtsttl:
• i 
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WE ARE BOOKING private par-
ties for Sunday School Classes,
Office Employees. etc at the C. &
Z. Roller Hint Adv 258 U.
Mrs. Henry Underwood, Mrs. J.
Z. Mansfield, Mrs. G. M Omar,
and Mrs. B. 0 Huff motored to
Clinton, Kentucky yesterday after-
noon where they visited Mrs. Robert
Lee Bolin and little son.
WE ARE BQOKING private par-
ties for Sunday School Classes,
Office Employees, etc. at the C. &
E. ROLler Rink. Adv. 258 tf.
Mies Doryis DaVania of Louis-
ville,. Kentucky will arrive tonight
to spend the week end with her
parents, Mr and Mrs.? C. A. Da-
Vania, On the Middle Road. She will
be accOnapanied by two friends who
will be heogiouse guests.
Mrs. U. B. Brown and daughter,
Peggy. spent Monday and Tuesday
in .Paducah,. visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Elber Coleman.
' Ws. Dick Bard returned last
night from Lexington, Ky., where
she has been Visiting her sister,
Mrs. Herrnae Snow. for the past
two weeks
Ira Little spent yesterd,ay in
Louisville on business
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Adams motor-
ed to Paducah yesterday.
Richard McAlister, Jr.. has been
admitted tp the Fulton Hospital for
treatment.,.
Mrs. Paul Deming of Jackson,
Tennessee returned to her home
'there yesterday after.. a visit in
Fulton
Myl . H4smer Ferguson is spending
tbday in iJackson, Tennessee.
; H. H. Perce has gone to Holly-
California where he will visit
Deo or three weeks with his wife
end' son, Tobe.
• Mr. and Mrs. Paul Piekering of
Water Valley. Mississippi litre in
Fulton a short while last night, en-
route, to Chicago. Illinois where
they will visit their son, Paul, Jr.
. pietee Olive, who underwent an
operatlort last week end at the
Ft,,ospItal, Is doing nicely
ina.probably be dismissed the
gist inext week.
arol Mn. Wayne Bucktey re.
to Hickman, Kentutky lU
Make ttfeir home.' ' '
7 alma "_ I
f 4 _
The /al:masts neere- visitors site*.
and Mrs iilliareuA .Irvan suactipp:
Mrs Sarih White and daughter',
Mareerg e, their kAber WW1, And
ranee,. of Beritsh-. KY.,- Mts. tifilan
Watkins and daughter, Dorothy
Neill, of Radip. Mr. Path white and
family of lereviet1( ICY., Anti Mr
an Mi. Clarence SelieliOIr Rapids,
Wliconstri
. Mr. anti Pidwilell
and 'family. wank t y With Mr
and Mrs. R, H.. 4`Ohti. '
Miss Lettiee spent
Sunday with. 'Neat7 viroma
Milner.
Mr. and Mrs. *looker pralitun aItd
LOANS
$10 to $300
On Your OWN Signature
Na Eltuisesars
At, No queetione asked
ode or soployer--No
barrao:ft lawaries.
•
FRANKLIN
SECURITY CO.
wieseses
'tams 111111.4 WOW Ilopase
Psdej, 11•• tuft MON 11- I- I
A TYPE,
NEVER
Sairpriaimiy.
Complete .
hes le cherec-
t ere, ssringmir
Shut, Ete,1/4
Spacer, etc_
-
YOU'VE
ORE.,
Try our Mt alPiurinIr Comm'
nsa 15 os, weti tow. 
Pita Imo disk drover•oele titre I
FULTON irALL PAPER &
OFFIeg IMPLY CO.
Pune 149 . fin MOW Street
•' , v-1-'tel Ill'Atr.i.
 I Mrs Jno i .11[Atill.,:liday. .I Miss Louise Williams vent
'Thursday night with Miss Edwinna
I Burrow.
Several members of the Bowers
4-H Club and the leaders attended
the achievement day program at
Union City Saturday.
Mrs. Susie Lannom has been ill
for the past week with a cold.
Teachers were elected at Wal-
nut Grove Sunday School Sunday.
They were as follows: Card class,
Mrs. Tom Reese; ages 10 to 15, Mrs.
Frank Sellars; Young people, Mr.
Frank Sellars; Adult, Mrs. Hous-
ton Slubblefield. Paul Lannom
was reelected secretary.
The tenant house cn the farm of
Clarence Burrow was destroyed by
fire Monday ill:Olt about so:
o'clock.
Lodgeston News
Miss Marjorie Bellew, who is at-
tending school at Murray College
spent the week end with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Torn Bellew.
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Mullins and
little daughter, Shirley, spent‘Sun-
day with Mr. and Mrs. Mary 'Wal-
ker and family.
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Miss
Clarice Bondurant of Cayce visit-
ed Mrs. Cecil Burnett Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Roberts
spent the week end in Calhoun,
Kentucky with their daughter, Miss
Mildred Roberts.
Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs.
Malcolm Inman were Mrs Daisie
Bondurant, Miss Clarice Bondtkrant
of Cayce, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bur-
nett, Mr. and Mrs. .1. B Inman,
Mrs. Lucy Burnett, Miss Myrtle
Burnette and Miss Jeanette Inman.
Mr. and Mrs. Oubrey Bondurant
spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs.
Clayton Kyle near Clinton
J. C. Lawson, Jr. who is attend-
ing school in Bowling Green is vi-
sitinc his parents, Mr. and Mrs$
Clembne Lawson. '
Now is a rbIEere
•
your subsertpUoa.. ,
Fir Quid Ihnif from
Thursday Afternoon, November 10, 1938
Quints' Tonsils Snpped Out But
They Know Nothing Of It
Callender, Ont , --The Dionne
quintuplets, one by one, mistook an
anesthetic mask for a plaything to-
day, dozed off without a murmur
and had their tonsils and adenoids
snipped out.
Dr. C. H. Robson of Toronto per-
mitted each of the little misters to
play with the mask.
The operations were performed
by Dr. D. E. S. Wishart. a Toronto
specialist, while Papa and mama
Dionne, waited against the con-
tingency of blood transfusions.
First came 'Marieinto the im-
provised surgery, followed in turn
by the others—Annette, Cecile,
Yvonne and Emilie, now four and
one-half years old.
Dr. Allan Roy Dane, physician
to the quintuplets since their birth,
said they came through "in fine
condition."
"The youngsters didn't know
they were undergoing operations
and they still don't," Dr. Dane
said.
"They all said afterward they had
difficult talking, but none com-
plained of sore throats."
The nursery dining room had
been turned ipto an operating
room. floodlights intended as il-
lumination for phptographs were
set up to throw strong light on
one of the nursery tables, raised to
operating table height.
A nerve sedative kept the chil-
dren from becoming too excited
over the extraordinary activity dis-
turbing their routine, but they
were heard laughing and talking.
Now is a good Urne to renew your
subscriptiOn.
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• While Vie ax man in Wash-
ington has not officially acted in
killing the prospects for a new
school buildinf in Fulton under the
present program, the board of edu-
cation has received enough infor-
mation to cause the belief that
the project will be killed when it
comes up officially. While this wri-
ter is not aware of any one cer-
tain cause for this, it is a known
fact that the project was started
a little too late, and too many chan-
ges had to be made before the
plans were finally worked out, and
this caused Washington officials to
frown on making the grant. With-
out the grant it was not possible
to finance the building program,
and the chances are that nothing
can be hoped for at this time.
• • •
• The present board did all that
it could do, and the failure of the
project is disappointing to mem-
bers of the board and the town at
large. A new building is urgently
needed, and now that the new
building will not be available some
costly repairs to the old building
may be necesseey in the near fu-
ture. This has been held in abe-
yance white plans were thought to
be favorable for a new building
• • •
• I do not believe, however,
that the entare building program
will be lost. I am convinced that
there will be another federal pro-
gram next year. and if so, the lo- 2 Utilities Map
cal project should be in on the
ground floor for any new program Intergration Plan
that may be started The preli-
minary plans have been worked New York. -Two of the Nation's
out, and the board which takes largest utility holding compels,
over the Job in January will not systems have filed tentative plans
have to go through with all this for integration with the Securities
preliminary work again. Likewise and Exchange Commission, it re-
the board will have the assurance vealed today.
that the new building is really Neither of the companies, the
wanted by a majority of the citi-
zens of the city. There is no ques-
tion as to it being needed. and I
am quite sure that the new board
confronted wall another federal
spending program, will be able to
secure a grant for the local school
• • •
• Failure this year, was disap-
pointing to me. as a citizen and as
a member of the board. I can say
in all fairness that the board did
all that it could do, and failure
came as a result of certain unex-
pected circumstances that arose
towards the last Several times the
board felt that success was almost
at hand. but each time something
ceased:, to again prevent getting
the f ral grant. I am hoping that
the...ilime opportunity comes again
next year, for I know that with the
work that has already been done
the new board can proceed with-
out so much delay as making this
last effort.-
• • •
State Requires
Export Licenses
On Liquor, Wine
Moves To Stop Liquor Tax
Evasions Through Re-Ship-
ping To State
Frankfort, Ky., - Moving to stop
liquor tax evasions, the state re-
venue department late today adopt-
ed a regulation requiring licenses
of persons exporting whisky and
wine from Kentucky. and setting
the cosa of the licenses at $5,000 a
year.
The regulation said the premises
of all exporters shall be situated
within ten miles of the Kentucky
border, and at or near Middlesbo-
ro, Pine Knot. Franklin, Guthrie or
Fulton, and must not be used for
other commercial purposes
"Careful inspection" of export-
ers' books, records, shipments and
sale sales will be made, and per-
sons and companies conveying their
purchases "carefully supervised,"1
the regulation said. Certified pub-
lic accountants must direct the ex-
porters' bookkeeping.
This inspection and supervision
the regulation added, will necessi-
tate the hiring of additional field
representatives by the revenue de-
partment and ten cents per case
supervision and inspection fees will
be charged the companfes to cover
this added departmental expense
• In this connection I feel that
the voters elected a good board for
the next year In fact, no mistake
could have been made, for any of
the five who were on the ballot
would have made good board mem-
bers. In the three who were 'select-
ed I feel that the schools will make
steady and far-reaching progress
In my four years on the board I
have come to some pretty definite
conclusions about various things,
and one is that new men should be
placed on the board every election
period. I do not believe, as a gene-
ral rule, that one man should con-
tinue on the board for more than
one term of four years In excep-
tional cases, where important
building or expansion programs
were under way, two terms might
not be out of place But I believe
that, if more men could serve on
this board and understand its pro-
blems we would have more whole-
hearted support of the school sys-
tem. There Is no more important
hod, in the city than the beard of
education, and the men who serve
one term ae a member will under-
stand this clearly.
—7'
NOTICE
AJI persons or firms having claims
against the estate of Robert White-
. head, please file same with the un-
dendgried.
W. 8. ATKINS. Administrator
AtIY. 271-et
$925,000,000 North American Sys-
tem and the N00,003.000 United
Light and Power Company. disclos-
ed details of their plans They ask-
ed that William 0. Douglas, S. E. C.
chairman,. hold such information
as "confidential*. matter.
James J. Fogarty. president of
the North American Company.
said that tentative plans confirmed
to the spirit of the Public Utility
Holding Company Act of 1935.
"If carried out over a period of
time, this plan may fairly be cal-
culated to protect the interests of
the investors in our companies."
he declared
• • • • • • • • •
 •
• COMPLETE CLLARANuE •
• OF EARLY FALL DRF-SSES •
• AND HATS •
• In order to rive the public •
• fashion's lates trends, we are •
• placing our entire slots el •
• early fail merrhandise ea •
• sale to make reels for saM- •
• winter styles. •
• Sheer Wool Dresses •
• SALE PRICE-62M to Keg •
• Crepe And Alpaca Dresses. •
6 SALE PRICE-62M to 17.116 •
• Sport felt hate •
• SALE 111/01-41-as to tug •
• Sesatind fur felts •
• SALE PRICE VIM to MIR •
• GALIBRAMI SHOP •
• Adv. 272-2t. •
• • • • • • * • • •
FtshOn Woman Posts
Bond For Hearing On
Manslaughter Charge
MAYFIELD K. - Miss Bessie
Morris„ Fulton made $1,000 bond
here tonight for appearance be-
fore County Judge W. H. Crowd-
er, Jr., for examining trial to
answer charges of involuntary
manslaughter in the auto crash
death of Walter J. Collie, Savan-
nah, Tenn., near Water Valley
late Monday afternoon. The
trial probably will be held Wed-
nesday.
Miss Morris' bond was signed
by Smith Atkins, Fulton insur-
ance man, "and her mother, Mrs.
Susye Morris.
Collie, a carpenter on the Gil-
bertsville dam, died Monday
night in a Fulton hospital from
injuries received when his car
collided with one driven by Miss
Morris.
Large Crowd
Hears Sermon
Another attentive audience heard
Evangelist Vaughn Fults speak last
night in the revival at the Cumber-
land Presbyterian Church, The
Evangelist brought a soul stirring,
heart searching message on "Going
deeper with God." He said, we get
cut of our religion what we put in-
to it. The abundant life is in reason
of all, who are willing to pay the
price. A woman said to a dear old
saint "I would give the world for
a life like yours" and the dear old
saint said, "that is the price I
paid for it." The world has been
crying for a cheap religion but the
price will not come down."
The Rev. Fults drew from his
own life illustrations of God's pow-
er and grace which often moved
the audience to tears
The pastor, Rev. E R Ladd has
charge of the singing and appre-
ciated the great response that both
the senior and junior choirs are
giving him.
There will be no service Satur-
day morning but will be Saturday
evening at 7.30
A. F. k. Says
C. I. 0. Routed
Washington. -The American Fe-
deration of Labor counted today on
the sharp rise in Republican Con-
gressional strength to help bring
about major amendments in the
Wagner Labor Act.
Federation officials interpreted
many of the Democratic casual-
ties in the Senate and House as
weakening the position of the
C. I. 0., which has insisted that
no amendment to labor's "magna
charta" are necessary. The A. F
has contended that the National
Labor Relations Board, which
administers thedaw, is biased in fa-
vor of the C I. G.
William Green, A. F. L. president.
said the election proved the Na-
tion was "Ida and tired of the
C. I. 0.'s philosophy and tactics.
Mrs. Vester Freeman is confined
to her bed on Second Street !suf-
fering from injUries received in a
fall at her home Wednesday after-
noon
Germany Is World Power Again
As 20th Anniversary Of Armistice
London. -The world enters a
new cycle with the 20th anniversary
of the armistice today
This anniversary ends the post-
war era. The League of Nations
has lost its force as a peacemaker,
for the time being at least. Post-
war treaties have been put aside by
direct action Trance • has fallen
from her position of dominance on
the European continent
Twenty years ago today the war
wich cost 33 nations $115,000,000,-
000 and the lives of 10,000,000 men
ended with Germany the laser.
Today Germany. risen from de-
feat, appears on the wiey toward
mastery of Central and South-
eastern Europe. A gigantic world
armament race is on Gseat Bri-
tain and France, standing out of
Adolf Hitler's path, hope for "peace
in our time" through agreements
with Hitler and Benito Mussolini.
Japan is trying to digest half-
conquered China despite her trea-
ties with the United States, Bri-
tain and other powers. The United
State itself is concerned with
uniting the American republics
against any threat of attack from
the Old World.
Thus in 20 years the post-war
fabric of collective security has
collapsed and the map of letirope
and Asia has been re-drawn
Bulldogs Throw Scare Into Cards
Before Losing Tight Game 12-6
MAYFIELD, Kt. -- Mayfield
matched its sh cutbacks with
Fulton's ancient pets here this
afternoon and y came out ori
top in a Weste Kentucky Con-
ference game, 12 to r,
Coach Jack Carte:- sent a team
on the field which liowed amaz-
ing improvement si se early sea-
son, and Coach Ray •toss's Cirdin-
als had an afternoos at toil before
they managed to sispase of the
pesky Bulldogs.
Right off the real Fulton pushed
Mayfield backward for two first
downs and then after TeadY
seen had dashed 19 yards to the
Fulton 8 with an intercepted pass,
the Bulldogs line held fast and
took the ball on dOwns.
That gave Mayfield the first in-
dication of a new band of Bulldogs
is was facing and e om then on
the two clubs staged quite a battle.
Sasseen went wide around his
right end in the second. period for
34 yards before being hauled down
on the Fulton 31. Jones made 10
yards through guard and then
Stroup cut through guard add re-
versed his field for a 16 yard gain.
Thompson scored standing up on
the next play. Cunningham's place-
kick was wide.
Early in the third period Thomas
lay out on the side of the field Un-
noticed and caught Williams' for-
ward flip for 28 yards. On the next
play White slept on the sidelines
and before the Cardinals knew
what happened he had slipped be-
hind the secondary into the end
zone where he caught Williams' ac-
curate pass for 12 yards and •a
touchdown. An effort to add the
extra point on an end run failed
and the 'score was tied 4-6.
Later in the third aparter flas-
seen's puma to
Fulton but the rea came
when Sullivan squirmed through
guard for 2'7 yards.
On fourth down Clampett caught
Sasseen's diagonal pass for 18
yards just as the quarter ended.
With a first down on the Fulton 14,
Sasseen slid off right tackle, re-
versed his field and scored. Wil-
liams tore through to block the
placekick.
Later in the period Fulton took
the ball on downs on its own 10
and right before the game ended
recovered a fumble on the Mayfield
46. A sleeper pass from Williams to
White worked for 10 yards but a
Fulton player was offside and the
game ended a ,play later.
Mayfield led in first downs, 12 to
8. McCrite, Brady, Buckingham,
Thomas and Williams performed
valiantly for Fulton with Sasseen,
Spillman and Griffin outstanding
for the Cardinals.
Lineups:
Fulton Pos. Mayfield
Buckingham ____LE Clampett
Hill IT  Allen At Skating Rink
Crawford LO  Eidson
/Rockdale
Pershing Says 11. S.
Must Take Action To
Reinforce Defenses
WASHINGTON - Gen. John
J. Pershing conselled the nation
today, 20 years after he led the
American Armies to victory in
the World War, to take "prompt
and vigorous action" to reinforce
Its defenses.
"The situation in the world to-
day is as menacing as at any
critical time in history," the
gray, but erect, Commander of
the A. E. F. said in an Armistice
Day statement.
"Lest there be visited upon us
the recent experience of Eng-
land and France," he urged an
"adequate," thoroughly trained
and equipped Army, suported by
a mobilized industry.
"We are the natural protectors
of the freedom of this hemi-
sphere, and we can not escape
our obligations," he declared.
 Doran
facCrite RO Cunningham
RT.. Spillman (ci
RE  Gillum
QB  Sasseen
LH __ Thompson
RH  Pharis
Underwood FB  Jones
Brade  
Willingham
Thomas (c1
Burton  
White  
Substitutions-Fulton: Williams,
Gossum, Armbruster, Moss, Collier,
Leine. Mayfield; Sullivan, Austin,
Beavers, Stroup, Oriefin, Skaggs,
McClain, Maddox, Lewis, Garrott.
Score by quarters:
Fulton  0 0 6 0-6
Mayfield  0 6 0 6-12
Touchdowns made by Thompson,
White, Seamen
Referee Derryberry. Tenn.: um-
pire, Woodall. Murray, head lines-
man, Weds, Murray.
Editor Campaigns Miss Allie Thomas
So Foes Can Get Follows Sister In
Vote Against Him ..Death From Burn
Doerun. Ga., -Editor H. W. Gar-
rett of the Doerun Courier says in
a flint page editorial he's going to
run for something in the December
city election "just for the oppor-
tunity it affords me to be sociabe
and tell lies."
A mayor and two councilmen are
to be elected. He'll seek any one
of the three offices.
Explaining he "not hot for
the jobs," Editor Garrett added "in
getting in the race I am not giving
my friends a chance to vote for,
but all my enemies a chance to vote
against me. If you have a grudge
against me I want to give you a
chance to get it out of your sys-
tem and forget all about it as quick-
ly as possible."
CHILDREN'S BoOK WEEK
Next week has b( on set aside by
Gov. A. B. Chandle: as Children"s
Book Week. and tie' Governor has
Issued the followinu statement con-
cerning this period
The people of Oda Commoti-
wealth will want to cooperate in
Book 
wperlyeeck, Nelebra(trmber 13 to 19I:egChlidren's,
1938. This year norks tne twen-
tieth annivereary I a movement
started by Fraskan K. Mathies,
Chief Boy Scout 1 .brarian, and is
now participated in by editors,
Scout leaders, caic organisations,
book sellers and publishers. I feel
that the theme for this year . "New
Books--New Worlds" will intigue
the interest of all youngsters. A B.
CHANDLER.
SINGING AT CITY
HALL SUNDAY P. M.
The community singing will be
held at the Fulton City Hall Sun-
day afternoon and will begin at
1 30 o'clock. Everybody is invited
to attend and hear the following
quartets who have been engaged
for the program
Shady Orove Quartet and Haw-
kins Quartet of Peducah, Cunning-
ham Quartet of Pelmeraville, May-
field Quartet of Mayfield, Hick-
man Quartet from Hickman, &Wo-
nt* Ladies Quartet of $haron, and
the Water Valley 8wingettes from
Water Kentucky.
"i
Miss Mlle Thomas, 72, died at
7:25 o'clock last night in the Ful-
ton Hospital from burns suffered
In a fire yesterday morning at her
home in Cayce. Kentucky, which
also fatally burned her sister, An-
rae. 75.
The aged sisters, who have been
residents of Cayce for about 30
years. were burned while preparing
to do their weekly washing. Miss
Allie was building a fire under a
wash kettle in the back yard when
her apron caught afire She ran
Into the house where Miss Annie
Thomas attempted to extinguish
the fire. The latter's clothes were
ignited and she burned to death.
Miss Eva Johnson. a neighbor.
reported that she heard screams
from the Thomas sisters' home and
that she hurried to investigate.
Upon entering she found the older
sister, with her clothing in ashes,
burned to a crisp on the floor.
The younger sister was badly burn-
ed, but still alive, and was rushed
to the FultoreHospital.
Miss Johnson said that the fire
spread to furnishings inside the
house, but was extinguished be-
fore it caused heavy damage The
fire started about ten o'clock
Surviving the sisters are two bro-
thers. Dr, David Thomas. head of
the history sdepartment at the
University of Arkansas. and James
Thomas. f Hickman
Funeral arrangements were not
completed this morning
Sunday School
Classes Will
Meet Together
The. Glad Hand Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
will meet with the Morman D
Daniel Sunday School Class of the
First Methodist Church Sunday
morning at the usual hour. All
members of both classes are. cor-
dially urged to attend this joint
session, as a special program has
been prepared
Fulton-Paducah
Basketball Game
Something new in the way of
sports was enjoyed in Fulton last
night when a real basketball game
was played at the Fulton skatint
rink. The two teams, Paducah and
Fulton, were on roller skates and
played with an ordinary basketball
and the excellent brand of basket-
ball displayed was quite surprising.
Parts of the game were very comi-
cal. especially on the balls and the
ball tossed which usually resulted
in, not,a tip-off but a kick-off.
The usual four quarters were
played and the length of the,
quarters was the same as any other
basketball game. Probably one goal
was made in the first quarter and
another In the second quarter but
la the last half, the boys bad be-
come very familiar with their rol-
lers and the rules of skating ball
games and piled up the points un-
til the score read 16-10, in favor of
the Fulton boys. -
The line-ups included: Buchanan
and Scott Lyon, forwards; Carl
Will amson, Center; Wilson, Brad-
ley, and Cavendar, forwards, for
Fulton: For Paducah Butler and
Vaughn played the forward posi-
tions; Driver in center; and Monroe
and Paris, at guards.
The most dangerous part of it
all was the refereeing position
which was cared for by Thompson
and Parham.
The Paducah boys are expecting
the Fulton lads to play them a
return game on the Paducah rink
In the near future.
MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION
WILL Miltt TOMORROW P. M.
A called?ineeting of the Fulton
Mlnisteriar Association will be held
tomorrow, Saturday, aftei noon at
one o'colck at the First Methodist
Church. All are urged to be present
as important business will be trans-
acted.
'GOP Prepares
Ultimatum For
The President
Feel New Strength Sufficient
To Force Him To N'eer
To Right
Prominent Republicans, flushed
by their party's victories at theil
polls, appeared last night to be
getting ready to serve a virtual
ultimatum on President, Roosevelt
in some words as these:
"Veer to the right, or face two
years of stalemate in Congress!"
They expressed confidence that,
combined with Democrats critical
of many Roosevelt policies, they
could block the President if he
insisted on following a "leftward"
course.
On the other hand, prominent
New Dealers were declaring that
the election was not a repudiation
of President Roosevelt's "liberal
policies." Secretary of the Interior
Ickes spoke of the possibility of
Mr. Roosevelt's being drafted for
a third term drive in the interests
ofsontinuing the New Deal.
Meanwhile, returns from Tues-
day's balloting showed that 81 Re-
publican votes had been added to
that party's roster in the House,
and eight in the Senate. The
House figure is based on the as-
sumption that the last contest to
remain in doubt was won by the
incumbent, Rep. Knute Hill, Wash-
ington Democrat. With several pre-
cincts and absentee ballots unta-
bulated, Hill was ahead by 630
votes.
Fulton Queen
Goes To Cairo
For Contest
Miss Margaret Clark Hardin,
beautiful daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Vodie Hardin, who was chosen
queen of Fulton at a dance here
two weeks ago, left early this
morning for Cairo where she will
represent Fulton in the contest for
selection of the bridge queen. Be-
sides Miss Hardin ten other queens,
each representing their respective
towns, will participate seeking the
honor of becoming queen of the
great bridge celebration.
The Failton queen is being spon-
sored by the Young Business Men's
Club. At seven o'clock tonight a
dinner will be given the visiting
queens and the hostesses will be
Miss June Cowell, 1938 queen of '
Cairo, and Mrs. Bill Robinson, nee
Jean Dark, 1937srairo queen, who
was also Queen Of Queens in 1937.
The Queens Ball will be formally
opened by the 1937 Queen of Queens
at ten o'clock tonight and at the
final ceremony, the winning can-
didate will be crowned, to rule dur-
ing the remainder of the celebra-
tion.
Now la a good time to renew
your subscripU0n.
Paris Is Guarded Against
ArmiRtice Day -Outbreak
Parts, -Strong reinforcements off
mobile guards were concentrated
tonight in Paris barracks. ready to
start patrolling at wn against
feared outbreaks in rmistice Day
celebrations tomorrow.
Tens of thousands of war vet-
erans from the provinces were
gathered in the capital whjle the
Nation united to celebrate the
twentieth anniversary of peace, but
divided on how to preserve It
The veterans, representing mil-
lions of their comrades, came to
demonstrate for their own meth-
od. They want a "public safety"
Government to rebuild the Na-
tion.
The Government. worried that
the veterans might I^ s' of hand
during the Armistice Day pa-
rades, mobilised guardsmen to
roam the city in their fast
"trouble" trucks.
Should the veterans demon-
strate with a march on the =yam
Palace to present their demands to
President Albert Leburn or seek
similar Sneans of bringing their
ideas to the Nation's attention. the
Government's main fear was that
history might repeat itself
Premier Edouard Daladier was
head of the cabinet which was
forced to resign after riots in Feb-
ruary, 1934. in which troops fired
on crowds of veterans who mar-
ched on the Chamber of Deputies.
Thirty-two died and many were
wounded as a result of the riots
and others which followed.
Behind the httiliday enthuidann
of Many of the former wither*
and other Frenchmen lay the4411-
viction that Trancel negetteMbas
for a "war renulseININI" PIA
with Germany and the "peaseEl
Munich" were an men schidalreh_
that Frame lad failed to Meld
her former enemy hoe
ine Frame% seeptir
Continental Ilksepa , •
r.' VOtikeitttOr
.4.
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FULToN DAII,X  LEAD/It Fulton, Kentuck 
!limn material for 1940 in Which
!names count; and, with the eihnie
' nation of District Attorney Dewar,
1
HOYT MOORE  _EDITOR and PUELIS the son of President Taft from 
the
ASSOCIATif EDI pivotal Mid-West, :Ltands out con-
ASSISTAN EDITOR spicuously, if only a target for the
"flings and arrows" of outraged
rivals. He will be watched. Nia N• New York, -4411) Dlailutnik, up, the radio was connected—
make a pleasing compromise, a re- day was also a pew a;theut a ship. overbord and go sailing
will be scanned. lie might cord'the man witJapta a ,.otintrY" W I everything was ready to slide it
actionary canci_date with a liberal Pol• the Domed States liner But, after arriving. the'. craft
mai running Mate on a Plat:OZAn We- Freebies& limaaerelt smiled for lila. was harriedly sent to a Marine!
jeiji inising the application of Republi- lupe without him yesterdaY, ref us- service company for a thorough!
/100 can efficiency and praeperity 4 ing to re•011itiza a nepostatlen or- cleaning. Empty beer bottles were!75 New Deal objectives.
Mele 
der issued by the Department of on the floor, cigarette stubs were ,
That might work, provided re- Labor. strewn around and the beds had,
covery didn't forestall such an bi-
e ship's lines last year as an one with boots on.
Doielichalt reels 17 300 miles on teen slept in—apparently by
OBITUARIEB—RESOLUTIONS--CARLe of THANKS, ETC. sue. Then again, he might complete
A charge ox one cent per word or five cents per line is made for all the
th-
such matter, with a minimum fee of 2. 'This is payable in advance ex- 
party destruction his father
began from 1908 to 1912 Whatever
cep& for those who have an aces:sant with the office. fortune may have in store for him.
Senator-elect Robert A. Taft bad rally impoemtble to land him in an-
the luck to receive at Is crucial other cetmt,.),
junction a 0. 0. P. tradition of Delanehuk was born in Austrian •
running for President in Ohio. territory later ceded to Rumania. •
The campaign is two Years on: Immigration officials said he had •
but National politics ,is going to be
more entertaining from now on
with a double bill.
MARTN.A MOORE 
NOLA MAE WEAVER 
Publlahedervery afternoon except Sundays and holidays, at 400 main
Street, Fulton, Kentucky.
faltered at the Fution, Kentucky Post Office as mail matter of Um
second class, June 18911, under the Act of Congress of March 1, 1979.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One Year by Corner in City 
Six Months by Carrier 
1 Year by Mail, First Zone 
6 Months by Mall, First Zone_
One Month 
• •
Man Without A Country Is
Aso A Man Without A Ship
Mail rates beyond first wale same as city earlier rates.
CORRECTIONS
The Leader will gladly correct any error in facts which may have got-
ten into its news stories when attention is called to them.
The Tivo-Partv System Is Preserved
While political oracles are dis- , same element that took possession
secting the returns to determine of the Republican Party as soon as
the effect on the New Deal,-The. L.ncoln was removed, and they
Courier-Journal, which l!ad ven-i doubtless withdrew their support
tured•to question their omniscience! from President Roosevelt to give
with the suggestion that the fateLltis enemies a, free hand in further-
of the Republican Party rather1 ine their ambitious project.
than that of the New Deal was at Over-generous dature in the
stake, will risk the prediction that, grain belt. the labor war and a
the outstanding result of the 1938, (ample of disgraceful Democratic
election ik to preserve the two- I Administrations in Pennsylvania
party system for another pleat- and Ohio, plowed the La Follette
ciential campaign, aside from the movement under to fertiliae FtePub-
repudiation cf such radicalism as; Bean "grass roots." But the New
has flourished in Wisconsin and; Deal survives. The peopie didn't
Minnesota. I rise in their might and expel On
It halted the attrition of Repub- Democrats from power as they did
lican strength which had persisted the Repel:0131ms during Hoover's
'without dimunition for ten years term. These urban and rural ques-
and it liquidated the La Follette' thous remain for farther construe-
third party which anticipated eon- tire experimentation. The Repub.
tinued Republican disintegration lican Party realised this year all
and the concentration of reaction-j that can be gained from merely
ary influences on control of the pointing out imperfections of, De-
Democratic Convention in 1940. The imocratic efforts. Its bid for power
La Follettes- planned to repeat. de- in 1940 will have to offer more sub-
liberately in 1040ewhat took place, stantial benefits than graypathr
by the logic of circumstances in; and criticism.
1800 when the fragments of share, Meanwhile, the contest within the
tered parties were amalgamated in- 'Republican Party will divide the al-
to triumphant Republicanism. They tention heretofote tonfined to Ds'
expected the tremendous Demoera- mocratic goingson. The election
tic rnajorit% to become prey to the . also has produced it crop of Repub-
. 
-
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CHARTER-OAK RANGE
is a
Kitchen
Tonic!
Give new gaiety and tile to your kitchen — and enjoy
brand new burst of enthusiasm in your house work. This
beautiful CHARTER OAK Range is available in white
enamel, ivory enamel trinuned with green craftex, ivory
enamel trimmed with ivory craftex, as well as with
enamelled fronts and door panels.
Select the colors -you like best - and see what it does
to the appearance of your kitchen.
es=a1 •
Of course, beside be-
ing a thing of beauty,
this CHARTER OAK
Range is a real worker.
Its quick-heating oven,
its one-piece cooking
top, its efficient slotted
fire box, and its other
distinctive features all
combine to give you
perfect cooking results
with a real saving
in fuel.
See this amazing
CHARTER OAK Range
now! Get one, and
you'll enjoy it for years
and years to oome.
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
•
some-
Now as a peva time to resell
your subsoriptien.
uninvited guest It officials re-
fused to accept hull tor deporta-
tion on the grounds .c was physi-
entered both Canada and the Pal- •
ted States illegally, gone to Roan •
as a volunteer' sith the Govern-IS
raent forces. and later stowed usW-
Crutchfield News away alpha for the United States. I
- Courts have •.ried vainly to
straighten nut the tangle of his!
national status. England, rrance.i
Germany and Rumania, among
other countries 'lave refused him '
entry.
• • • 1. • • •
•
•
The protracted meeting began at
the Rock Spring Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Kearby and
little daughter from New Moire)
have been spending a few days
here.
Mi. and Mrs. Carl Phillips and
family spent Saturday night and
%Sunday with Mrs. Ruthie Moore
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N Seat had as
their Sutiday guests Mr and Mrs.
Jeff Harrison. Mrs. Mattie Phillipa boes who bawd a • freight some-
John Wright and Fiev. Eldon Byrd.' where betieeen Dutton. 01193, and
Rev. Rudy Bauland from Boa,' Miami ran inee.a bit of food luck—
Kentucky will preach at the sap., they made a yachting %Op to Fio- I
tist Church November 20, at II I tide whie riding the rails.
o'clock Everyone is invited. Ray Bartow, Daytonian with a
Mrs Glenda Bruce spent Mon- winter home here'. shipped his
day night with Mrs Cleo Newber- tilty-foot cruiser scuthward on
ry, , a flat car. L had beer in the
Mrs. Lockie Fletcher speot Wed- refrigerator, the beds were made
neaday with Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Childers and family of Fulton.
Mrs. Itayford Duke spent Tues-
day with her parents. Dr and lare
W D Henry
Mrs. Herschel Elliott and mrs.
Percy Veatch were called to the
bedside of their father. Goalie
Wit. of Fhiloh. Wednesday
The Missionary Societ,' of the
Methodist Church will stage a pro-
gram at the church Sunday after-
noon at 2 o'clock Everyone is in-
vited.
—
NOTICE EX-SERVICE MEN
I All ex-serviee men who expect t
j attend the Armistice Day dinner to
night 7110 o'clock at the MetInxiist
Church are urged to wear their
Army uniforms
+++4-44-1-1.4.440.0.•:
I Dr. Seldon Cohn
Eye, Ear, Nose,
Throat
ere('IAL erti2r11K111
I 
II She A-carate Fitting
EYE °LAMB!
orTICF ROM:
. 3 tar 1S A. M. I be 1 P. IL
"BONI IMO
- 1.444-544.14.444.4.44.64.44 ,44.0.4.4
Best West Kentucky Coal
tall us when you need that good V. c.t Krotock% Coal.
Prompt Service at all flosses._
9 Bumiles of Kindling - - - :.% 1.01)
IV. M. HILL & SONS
PHONE US
at
STAIN* OF
VAL1E
SINCE 11/1
e St. Bernard Is the Out-
standing valve among all
coals. Low in price, but
high in heal value, with the
lire - holding qualities so
wee envy for eosin r-411
delivers th melt hut for
your Joliet.
CITYWAL CO.
Phone 51 or 31112
•
Hobes Takt
Yachting Trip
RIdIng 'Ile Rails
Miami. Phs, - One group of ho-
COME ONCE and
YOU'LL COME
MAIN
,1110
When eating sot . . Always
NMI LOWF'S for their pleas-
ing write sad fine foods will
please the entire family, the
fastitheu, ,%oreea and the child-
S "who N aid their foods like
biome foods."
— •
Portal rates given I. tnarithly
boarders and At Lowire Ytmi get
a complete .ervios $4 hears a day
LOW" E'S CAFE
\hL STREET
;Jim [tie r -
(FL
)LIVE
BVLOVA. HAMILTON
AND ELGIN WATCHES
WATCH REPAIRING
ANDREWS JEWELRY CO.'
•
• • • • • • • • •
AU Work Guaranteed
CITY ELECTRIC
SHOP
309 Walnut
Call 774
, Friday Afternoon, November 11, 1938.
(Iseorpoemied)
Funeral Directors
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
CITY NATIONAL BAP*
Fulton, Kentucky
Member of Federal Reserve System
aaember of Federal Deposit Insurance Camomiles
V. ith proper titre now v our old ear
will gi,e fine service during the coming
winter.
Let us cheek it ()ter totlay and tell ,on
what is needed to put it in good condi-
tion for cold weatIttr &king.
Expert repair sem ice on, any make of
ear. No guess-work at any time. We know
how and we never guess at things. Men
and machines are combined to 11() things
right when we are on a repair job.
One-Stop Service at the Bob if bile f rout
- - all the usual free services and court-
eous attendants.
thin P.‘s
1.‘ I-1 1.
•
Longer Life and Added
Efficiency for Your Car
Ow Careful know-noir Ser rvire gives
you mare Pride and Pleasure
in your car
•
let II :4 get your ear reedy for Win.
ter driving. Don't halt until cold
stat.weather, for :sou% ;yam car then.
Let us do the job
• Drain and flush milkier
• Check hose connections.
• Remove and clean valves
• Adjust Clutch Pedal Play
• Remove Cylinder Head
• Check, adjust brakes
• Check and re-charge battery
• Kelinish scratches, dents
• Replace cracked glass
• Check lighting system
• Give complete grease job
• Simonize and polish
BOB WHITE MOTO
COMPANY
228 Fourth Street Phone
BAILEY
ROBERTS
These Men Serre You — —
lit I A 01.N1
BELL 
•
O. K. LAUNDRY
Fulton, Kentucky% Phone 130
• 
• •
IS-Nr„.......a•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.....--•••••
•
- Frady_ Afternoon, Noveinber 11, 1938.
.011,
Now You Can
Own A Home
You can aliminat• tb• waste
of paying mat by using our
akodarn %ma-financing plan
to buy or build a hone of your
ow*. • Your loan application
will bo actorion promptly.
Fulton iluilaig& Loan Assn.
______ 410•111010.41.110 111111MIP
Fl
QUALITY HEATERS
For Every Need and Every Purse
Dixie
Circulators
Perfection
Oil Heaters
Progress
Hot Blast
Heaters
American
Sim-Flame
Oil Burners
Also. Complete Stock
of all Stove Accessories
Our line of healers is outstandingly complete includ-
lag beaters and Moves far all fuels, all needs, and
In every price etas.. Freston elefiall laundry heater to
the meet sellnieed porevietus enameled circulating
beater.
. ‘t
Yon can find e-friereier,ler *eery caiscolealide need
displayed on our floor.
Liberal allowance for your Old Stove
•
Fulton Hdw. &Furniture Co.
Lake Street Fulton, K.. Phone No. 1
, 1
' L
.7.! I :=7.7. 7772 TT'
TI
11
!I
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s
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The Hand Of Friendship
Nothing is more heartening in times of stress
than a warm handclasp from those who know and
like you. 1ha3 really means something.
Likewise insurance really means something
when yen have a loss, and you realise that a strong
compsay Is bee/ of you to share the loss. to enable
you to rebuild and go ahead. Why not take nohow
sage of this support. Let us show you how.
We are glad to talk over insurance matters
with yea at any def.
ATKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
napiroNE No. Sik LAKE MEET
fl
1 __a r---
To Advertise In The Daily Leader Pays
*t.
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE
iff pursuance of a indenient di
the Fulton Circuit Court rendered
at Its September 1938 term, in the
action, A R Milner aaainat S. C.
Smith and Sue Lile Smith, I will
on Monday, November 14, 1e38,
(about the hour of 1 30 p. m. be-
Mg County Court Day) at the court
house door in Fulton, Kentucky,
sell to the highest bidder, the fol-
lowing described property viz:
"Beginning at the point of in-
tersection of the south line of
rThird Street and the east line of
Pearl Street, formerly known ILI
Vine Street, running thence east
along the south line of Third
Street 75 feet, thence south and
parallel to the east line of 4ar1
Street 96 feet, more or less, to the
licrth line Of the lot owned by
Claude Linton, thence west along
the north-line of the said Claude
Linton lot 75 feet to the east inc
of Pearl Street thence north' along
the ,east line of Pearl Street $0
feet more or less to the point of
beginning.
• The lien against said property
amounts to $1336,00 with 6 pet in-
terest thereon from September 2/8,
1938 until paid, and said property
shall be sold subject to any and all
taxes as well as street improve-
ment taxes against the. same.
To be sold on a credit of six
months.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security
Leering interest at the rate of 6
pct, from day of sale, having force
of replevin pond, on which execu-
tion May issue when due.
F. T. RANDLE
MasterCozni ssioner
Adv. 
.n3
COMMISSIONER's SALE
costs of filing a Mechanics uon
Statement In the Office of the
County Court Clerk -of Fu
County, Ky.
To be sold on a Credit of six
months.
The purchaser will be required to
jive bond with approved security
Isftring interest at the rate of 6
pct. from day of sale. haring force
of replevin bond, on which execu-
tion may issue when due.
T. RANDLE
Master Coni.ris.sioner.
273-31
In pursuance of a judgment of
the Fulton Circuit Court condered
at its September 1938 term, in the
action, W. P. Murrell as THE W. P.
MURRELL LUMBER CO. against T.
L. Murray, I will on Monday. Nov-
ember 14. 1938, labout the hour of
1:30 p. m.1 'being County Court
Day 1 at the courthouse door in
Fulton, Kentucky, sell to the high-
est bidder, the following described'
property, via:
Being a house and lot in the
Rice Addition to the City of Ful-
ton, Kentucky, known as Ricevitle.
'Said lot being bordered on the
So:.th by Earl Street. on the East
by the Dick Finch property, on
I he north ,by the property oecupied
by Bill Hollifield, •and on the Nest
by it street, not named, butitu-
nine North and South. Being the
same property conveyed to T.
Murray by T. J. Murray, and is
now occupied by T. L. Mu.-ray as a
home.
Tbe lien against pronerty
amounts to $144 55 with interest
at the rate of 6 per cent per an-
num from the 23rd day of Febru-
Adv.
..eS•110,
Guaranteed Radio
Repair Service -
CERTIFIED
RADIOTRICIAN
WESTERN Al F()
ASSOCIATE STORE.
Lake St. Pima. 141
-
Call 135
Fred Roberson
--Ior-
Groceries & Meats
We Deliver
101 State Line St.
t÷1.440•4Prb
•
AN
INIBT HUTH 0// E min
$35.00 circulator, used  $14.50
$4150 Circulator  $23.50
$47.50 Circulator  $26.50
$52.50 Circulator  629.30
$65.00 Circulator  $21.50
Other Stoves $1.50 up.
i. EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
!Easy 'terms--Phone 35-Church St.
t-t4.+-:-4-H.••••••••++.••••••••+4444+0
 _emomlho.S•ballPMEN
1-1-1441-6-14-i-14-144-44#4,44+11444
STEPHENSON'S
GROCERY
Quality Groceries
-and-
MEATS
FREE DELIVERY
name 67
b4-++++44444444.414.44-4-:•++441441.0.
EDWARDS
FOOD'
Mine of Quality
Foodo,
•
•-•,•
Free Delireiry
417 Alain -Tel. 199
cry 1938 until paid; CM for the,
onsiar
1!
L"
"Words and Music"
1 1
•
"Words" from a satisfied customer ha‘,
been "music" to our ears. Naturally, we .11,,idd be
pleased to hear compliments from those %h.. really
know the quality of Brassier Prodsseta.
We are proud of the fart that,lasissaewi.. spook
a good word for Browder'. Flour. Such wordszt
induce you to gi%e it a trial-We'shbe prowl of
too.
Just Ask lour Grocer for-
QUEEN'S CHOICE
\ BROWDER'S SPECIAL
SUPERBA or PEERLESS
, lade end garreisteed
RitelVDER MILLING CO.
II
[
Il
FOR RENT-4-room apartmentl
in Curiin Apartments. Heat and
water furnished. Ample closet
space. Close in. Call 37. 230-tf.
FOR RENT: 3-foorn apartment,
centrally located. Private entrance.
Mrs. Sallie Smith-309 Eddins&
Street. Adv. 244-tf.
FOR RENT - Modern 4-Room
apartment. Good basement and
garage. Phone 756. 257-tf
•
BIG SAVINGS to cash customers
on Ranges, Heaters, and Washing
Machines, Mayfield Appliance
Company Mayfield, Kentucky.
Adv. 268-6t.
FCR RENT-rive room house.
An/Ay to Dick Thomas. Phone 197.
Adv. 270-et.
FOR RENT: One 4-room efur-
rOshed -apartment. Hardy Apart-
ment. Phone 100. Adv 271-et.
FOR RENT: Front bedroom, 420
Coleee .173 rect. Convenient to New
Yards. Call 910. Adv. 271-tf.
'FOR RENT-Two rooni apart-
ment, 406 Glenn Avenue. Call 530.
Adv. 271-6t.
FOR REet : 3-room unfurnished
apartment at 110 Pearl Street. Te-
lephone 867. Adv. 272-3t.
'FCR PENT: After November 15,
5-romi houso on Fcturth ottreet.
Call 432 Adv , .173-31
FOR. RENT-Four room apart-
ment, bath and K./Page, 309 Cen-
tral Avenue. Telephone i3 Adv.
--RADIATORS
DON'T THROW IT AWAY!
Let Us Repair It and Save You Money
Fuel Pumps, Windshield Wipers, Water Pimp.
Cylinder Heads, Carbureters, Motor Roimeadias
a Specialty.
Call and Give Us a Trial
JONES AUTO PARTS CO.
108 Central Ave. Fulton, Ky. noire $411
We Carry a Complete Line of Beer
featuring- - -
Cook's - Greisdieck - Falstaff 4.
Budweiser - Sterling - Pabst
and Blatz
Visit us for your Beer
BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
142 Lake Street
See The
NEW 1939 FORDS
Beginning November lth at our
Shmrroom
AUTO SALES COMPANY, Inc.
FORD DEALER •
FOR RENT-Three room, apart-
ment, 207 Carr Street Telephone
363. Av. 273-et. _lielbeeloweemeewieentela_.- d 
ECYS WANTED. To do pleasant,
educational work after school and L-4
on Saturdays. Good pay. Valuable l
prizes. Apply by letter t3 JT care,
of-Fulton-13atly Leaden dv. 274-111
WANTED: 4 room unfuraishecf
house ia or near Fulton. Plapne 35.
Adv. 274-mt.
sileeregaserosagermasemersilms
Southern Sty' le
You've never tasted REAL
southern barbecue until you
try Jack Robbin's Pork or
Mutton barbecue. They're'
made from an old southern
teCeipe and only the finest
meat and ingredients are
used.
,
Curb Service
l'-71ttat "honk" your horn and
;Ian attendant will take your
order "pronto."
PHONE No. 247 to make or-
ders. It you want Barbecuing
tone to order, we are glad to
do this for you. Mutton, Pork
or Goat. Prices reasonable.
JACK ,
ROBBINS
2111 SIXTH STREET
' Let Vs
Help Yon
Mae That
Wen Groom-
ed fool That
Mean* So
Much
In and let us mom you
Iso.  becoming the new War-
dress styles sr%
M tRINELIO
IltralUTY SHOP
Cobs Itallatitg on Walnut at.
1
This May Be Your Home Tonight!
You don't want to stay at home all the time to
guard your property. Nor do you want to fight it kW
with a burglar with a re‘olNer. That is not sob •
smart . . . . The smart thing is to insure your pro.
perty against theft and then you can be easy in your
mind.
FALL & FALL
TEL'
HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME
Corner Carr and Third Silva
5.•
Phone No.7 &MPhil,
' Ansimiance Sergio
..irt•••
.40#00c,
GET YOUR COAL 1W* -!; 4
We are ready to put your dna ritillIPAIRIF
Call us today and get yew being .
Prompt service and good rest *
kindling. Ii you need ow phissitint-
Kill receive prompt atlestliolt...!
Phone 702 -
t •
10'
•
•
1 r 7
•Z!
•
•
PACE FOUR
4.4 • .0
3' •••••-6
SOCIAL and PERSONA
N. M. (Sook) Weaver, Society Editor—Office 30 or 511
MISS BEADLES GOES
TO ABILENE TEXAS
Miss Carolyn Beadles left last
hight for Abilene, Texas, where she
will visit her brother, Joe Beadles.
who is a student in Abilene College,
and attend the annual Homecom-
ing football game there tomorrow.
Miss Beadles went with Coach
Carter of Fulton High School. and
Mr. Carter's mother and uster
• • +
PEGGY WILLIAMS
FLEDGES SORORITY
Evanston, Illinois. Miss Peggy
Williams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde P. Williams, Fair Heights.
Fulton, Kentucky, was among the
600 students who pledged to _frater-
nities and sororities at Northwes-
tern University during rush week
this fall. Approximately 1.000 stu-
dents participated in rush week
activities this year.
Miss Williams pledged Delta Del-
ta. She graduated from Fulton
High School where she was active
In the band, publications and also
served as cheer-leader and drum-,
major. Miss Williams is now a
freshman in the college of liberal
arts at Northwestern.
• • •
Now Is a good time to renew your
subscription.
PASCHALL'S
Headache Powder
FOR HEADACHE
and NEURALGIA
HARMLESS
Sold by all Druggists
1 Per Package-
4 Doses Each
sgAnTs
TO ti AY !
AND TO BE HELD
OVER FOR
SATURDAY!
MISS ROGERS HOSTESS
TO DINNER AND CLUB
Miss Eula Rogers-was hostess to
her weekly bridge club last night at
her home on Central Avenue and
the three tables of members were
present.
At eight o'clock Miss Rogers serv-
ed a well planned three course
chicken dinner to her guests at the
three card tables. At the conclusion
ol the contract games high score
for the evening was held by Miss
Adolphus Mae Latta who received
a necklace as prize. Miss Lily B.
Allen received the consolation prize
which was a beautiful bowl.
This club will meet next week at
the home of Mrs. Ardelle Sams.
• • •
GRYMES TWINS HONORED
ON TENTH BIRTHDAY
Mrs. Eldridge Orymes was hos-
tess to a party yesterday afternoon
at her home, honoring her twin
children.' Miriam and Floyd, on
their tenth birthday.
About thirty-five 'friends of the
honorees were present and each
presented them a lovely eft. After
the tabies and contests were en-
joyed the .children were invited
into the dining room which was
beautifully .decorated to carry out
a pink and white.color scheme. On
the lace draped table, two huge
birthday cakes ,were placed with
ten candles flickering from each.
At each end of the table tall pink
tapers burned in lovely holders.
After Miriam "and Lloyd had
blown the flames from each of
their cakes, refreshments of ice
cream and cake. carrying out the
color scheme, were served by Mrs
Orymes.
The guest list included: Lou
Emma Cheniae, Jane Huffman,
Merilyn Lynch. Mary Lee Haws,
Elizabeth Ann Roper, Betty Jean
Fields, Joyce Fields, Betty Ann
Basle'', Carol Terry, Mary Jane.
•
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t
McKenzie, Frances Allen, Carmen
Pigue. Jain Raymond, Ramona
Burton, Shirley Ann Houston, der-
aldine Brown. Janice Lowe, Billy
Murphy, Skippy Brown, Gene Pigue,
' Ted Barnett, Billy Wilson. Sonny
Easley, Gayle Raymond Jimmie
James, Darrep Fussell, pickle Hol-
loway, Pal Boaz Hunter Whitesell,
Billy Johnson, Neal Ethridge, and
Jerry Lowe.
• • •
G. A. ENTERTAINED
The Girls Auxiliary of the First
Baptist Church met yesterday, af-
ternoon for their regular meeting.
Their teacher, Miss Nell Marie
Mooneyham, gave them a very in-
teresting lesson on missionaries of
China.
After the meeting Miss Mooney-
ham accompanied them to the
Whitesell woods where they enjoyed
a weiner roast. Those being present
were:
Mary Elizabeth Hastings, Fran-
ces Henry, Virginia Khourie, Mosel-
le Khourie, Clara Davis, Norma
Long, Doris Winfrey, Stella Ham-
mett, Ruby Boaz, and two visitors,
Rebecca Bally and Thelma Daniels.
• • •
BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Clapp an-
nounce the birth of an eight pound
son born yesterday afternoon at
the Fulton Hospital.
• • •
OKLAHOMA VISITORS
ARE HONORED TODAY
Mrs. Fields Stuart, Mrs. Charlie
Becker, Mrs. Hughes, and Mrs. Will
Stewart, all of Shawnee. Oklahoma,
who have been attending a house
party in Jackson, Tennessee, ar-
rived here this morning for a brief
visit with Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Irby
and Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Wade.
They were honored today with a
luncheon given by Mrs. Irby and
Mrs R. M. Redfearn at the Davy-
Crockett Hotel in Union City and
will .be entertained tonight at the
Wade home by Mesdames Wade,
Joe Davis, Hazel Scruggs, and Guy
Irby. They will leave tomorrow
morning for their homes in Shaw-
nee and will be accompanied,' by
Mrs. Floyd Irby who has been visit-
ing here for the past several days.
• • •
ATTENDS LUNCHEON
IN JACKSON, TENN.
Mrs. R. M. Redfearn went to
Jackson, Tennessee Wednesday
where she attended a lovely lun-
cheon given by Mrs. Knuckles in
honor of Mesdames Fields Stuart,
,Charlie Becker, WIll Stewart, and
Hughes, all Or Shit/nee, gklahoma.
• • •
AUXILIARY OR AMERICAN
LEGION IN _MEETING
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Ame-
rican Legion met yesterday after-
noon with Mrs. Sam Winston at
Serpriaindfir
Complete...
has $4 charac-
tars, S./toting
Shift, Back
Spac•r,
- Try out this amazing Corona—
/ watch, only It lba 15 oz.frith case:
Fits into desk drawor.Only$29.75.
FULTON WALL PAPER &
OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
Phone 141 364 Walnut Streit
4.44,4t; •
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her home on ssreeii Street with Mrs
Billie Atkins, co-hostess.
The president, Mrs. Earl Taylor,
opened the meeting and presided
over quite a lengthy business ses-
sion. Reports were made from the
various officers and Mrs. A. B.
Roberts made a very interesting
review of the district meeting
t , ichKewaantuchkeyld recently in Prince-
At the conclusion of the business
Mils. Taylor siso had charge of the
program and the social hour. Mrs.
C. C. Parker was presented an at-
tractive prize us winner of the con-
test.
Late in the afternoon Mrs. Wins-
ton and Mrs Atkins served a salad
plate.
+ • •
SIXTEEN CLIII WITH
MRS Man SAWYER
Mrs. Fred sawyer was hostess to
the Sixteen Club Wednesday af-
ternoon at her home in Highlands,
when she entertained the regular
club members.
Eentertainnierit for the afternoon
was games and contests and in the,
first contest high score was pre-
sented to Mrs. E. R. Ladd and se-
cond high prize went to Mrs. Paul
Turbeville. In the' second contest
Mrs. A. B. Roberts held high score
and Mrs. Elvis Myrick held second
high score. All were presented at-
tractive prizes. '
Late in the afternoon Mrs. Saw-
yer served a delightful sandwich
and cold drink plate.
This club will meet next Week
with Mrs. A B. Roberts at her home
on Maple Avenue.
PERSONALS
WE ARE BOOKING private par-
ties for Sunday School Classes,
Office Employees. etc. at the C. &
E. Roller Rink. Adv. 258 tf.
J Bnianiiii Williams of Warrens-
burg, Missouri is visiting here, the,
the guest of Miss Frances Brown
and her ;mother, Mrs. S. L. Brown,
on Fifth Street.
WE ARE BOOKING private par-
ties for Sunday School Classes,
Office En,ployees, etc. at the C. &
E. Roller•Rank Adv. 258 tf.
Mrs. S. L Brown and daughtfr,
Frances, Virgil Leonard Brown,
Juanita McGee and J. B. Williams
are spenctng today in Paducah.
Coach Jack Carter is going to
Abilene, Texas where he will spend
the wee4 end with friends .at
AbilerieOollege.
B. L. Brown, who is located in
Memphis, is expected to arrive here
tomorrows to spend the week end
with his &wife and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lamb and
little granddaughter, Donna Pat,
were in Union City today.
W K. Cummins will go to Colum-
bia. Tennessee tomorrow night to
spend the week end. He will be ac-
companied home Sunday night by
Mrs. Currtinins apd their daughter.
Bobbie. who hairy spent this week
In Columbia with Mrs. Cummins'
mother
1,0ANS
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shower.
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.'.chard McAlister was dismissed
I h, altun 11.)spital yesterday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Goldsmith
and daughter, Betty, Miss Rachel
Hunter Baldridge, and Mis.s Eliza-
beth Payne left early this morning
to spend the day in Cairo.
Mrs. Herman Orymes of Memphis
is visiting friends and relatives
here.
Mesdames Ira ._ittle, Jim Gordon.
Vodie Hardin, and Hermon Orymes
of Memphis left early this morn-
ing for Cairo to attend the bridge
celebration.
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Rev. and Mrs_ Claim C. rain have
returned to their home in Mem-
.phis, Tenn.
Miss Dorothy Mayhall of Louis-
ville, Kentucky is in Fulton and is
the week end guest of Jack DaVa-
Ma at the home of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. C A DaVanta, on
Middle Road.
Mrs. Floyd Irby of filla
Oklahoma, who has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs_ T H. Irby, returned
to Fulton yesterday from a visit in
Trenton, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs, C. A. DaVania, and
son. Jack, of Fulton Dorris Da
Vama of Louisville and Mr. and
Mrs. Terry DaVania of Paducah
went to Cairo, Illinois this morn-
ing to attend the celebtaiion-' of
the new bridge.
R E Ooldsby has returned from
Memphis, where be has been twang'
treatment in the Baptist Hospital.
He is reported annoying.
Mr. and Mrs. Tarry DaVanta of
Paducah are spending the week end
with the fornises parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. DaVania, on the
Road.
Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Dalton are in
Cairo lode?, attending the opening
of the new be die.
Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. Huff, Mimi
blcClee. Florence LeGate, Jack Par-
ked, and James L Batts were among
the Fulton fans who motored to
Mayfield yesterday afternoon for
the Fulton-Mayield ofotball game
•
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ful French folders "dated in
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Rack in envelope.
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$15.00 Value Electric Dry Shaver
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et non USA@ Nationally FAMOUS dry -
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assiy. Uri YOURS 1111110EDIATELY! 0.
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The handy els-bottle cartes Is tor your
... to provide the
Ice-cold Coca-Cola is yew hem& V1711$41=
pease Mee
will welcome this pore rediembeeseet- air
your favorite dealer.
CA-rea Cole Bottling Co.
911-14347 -
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This Ofier
Not Appear
AP*
-4
Ineresudng cloudiness with continu-
ed mild temperature Saturday fol-
lowed by rain in west portion Sa-
turday night; Sunday rain becom-
ing much solder Sunday afternoon
•
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• Whether business is actually
Letter and still improving may be
a question that is open to discus-
sion, but nobody can say that the
automobile business is not trying.
The past few weeks have seen one
of the greatest drives for business
in this industry that has ever been
made, and I really believe that
something will cone of it. During
the past week I have seen the two
big national magazines, The Satur-
day Evening Post and Collier's is-
sue the biggest editions that have
been sent out in many years. The
Post, for example, printed an issue
with 160 pages, and the other was
not far behind. The automobile in-
diudry is also using newspaper ad-
vertising lavishly, and I reallly be-
lieve that such advertising is bound
to develop business The two maga-
zines referred to carried single and
double pages all the way through
for various automobiles, and the
sales appeal almost made me rush
to the nearest dealer and contract
for a new car. But I resisted the
impulse for I have plenty of fish
to fry before a new car is indicat-
ed for me But the automobile ad-
vertising is beginning to look like
it did in those far off years before
the Great Depression hit us. Let
us hope that the car makers are
showing the way forward.
• • •
• I have a child-like faith in
advertising. I believe it will do the
job if given a fair trial. I do not
look on advertising as an expense,
but rather as an investment. Many
times I have seen men build busi-
ness on the strength of advert:4s-)
Mg, and I have seen established
business firms fall by the wayside
because they would not make use of
the potent opportunity offered by
advertising. In Fulton we have long
had too much shilly-shaliv adver-
tising We have been too prone to
look on advertising as something
designed to help out somejause, to
show that we are good sports, with
a metal reservation that we were
merely being good fellows, and no
good could be expected from ad-
vertising anyhow. This may be true
with a lot of this fly by night ad-
vertising, but real genuine advertis-
ing is something that should be
etudied and understood. It is a
force that can make or break us,
and with it we can work wonders.
Without it we may succeed, but.
lack of it puts a handicap ‘hti any
man.
• • •
• I am told that the boys and
girls of the Fulton High School
band simply stole the show at May-
field the other day. Clad in bill-
hint new uniforms, and headed
by four of the prettiest girls that
ever marched, the band went
through its marching in such a
manner that the Mayfield folks
took the boys and girls to their
hearts. The presence of so many
little folks in the band was one of
the drawing cards, for these little
folks looked so well in their little
uniforms that it brought a lump
in the throat just to watch them
It was indeed a fortunate day when
the local school managed to get
Yewell Harrison down here as band
instructor. and also fortunate that
ways were found to keep the band
In training all during the pest sum-
mer. This band is going to make
the high school a better one
through all the years to come, and
It is going to get better and better
as time goes on
Chute Jump
Is Checked
Chicago. ---A barograph sent to-
day to Washington for calibration
will determine whether Willie "Sui-
cide" Jones has set a world's record
for a delayed parachute jump
The veteran Negro jumped yes-
terday stepped from a plane at an
altitude of 26.000 to 30,000 feet,
plummeted for two and a half mi-
nutes, greased his 'chute at about
1,500 feet and landed safely
At maximum altitude it was 30
below zero Jones was almost
pvercome by cold.
Economists Are
Expecting Good
Business Soon
Business Outlook Coed For
Several Ilontles Experts
Say
New Yoe* 
—WaSStreet and
Washington economists. with few
exceptions, are basking ha- con-
tinuing business recovery at least
into the spring. with prospects for
further gains regarded as "good-
While there is general relit-tamer
to try to book farther ahead than
six months, some think the outlook
for an upward cycle lasting -a cou-
ple of years" or mare are very
hopeful.
A canvass of candid, off-the-ree-
ord opinion among expert business
analysLs, both in Use federal ad-
ministration, and in business and
Wideiplead
financial officer al Wall
found a 
that the gaining momenta= In
heavy goods would carry an in the
main, at least for several asenths,
barring uniorseen upsets.
One of the government's veteran
economists said:
"We have the best basis for stable
recovery now that we have had
since perhaps Ma We have a rea-
sonably balanced price struetare.
There is an absence of speculialleei
which might throw things ad
balance"
Washington sources interested
chiefly in relief problems estimated
that of some 3.111111,1111111 wairtiers leg-
elusive of agriculturei who lost
their jobs in the damp starting in
the spring of 1W. roughly a third
have been re-emploged_
Barkley Ahead
125,000 In State
Senator Albert W_ Berkley. Demo-
cratic leader of the United States
Senate, was 1.15.1.511 votes ahead of
John P. Haswell. Republican. with
615 Kentucky percincts aoesimilled
Wednesday night ApPreldlibm/e1:1
one-third, 2011 of the —_-
precincts are In Iouessille. where
Barkley is leading Haswell 2 to L
The county Wednesday nalied A..
J. May, Prestonberra. away from his
Republican opponent. Willard IL
Smith, and asserted Democrats at
eight Kentucky scats hi Congress_
The lone Republican in the delega-
tion was in the last Congneva MID
the party representation remains
unchanged.
Now a good time
your subscription.
Local Boys Help
Dresden Organize
Y. M. B. C. Thurs.
Lynn Phipps, president of the
Fulton Young Business Men's Club,
and the following members, Wes-
ley Cummins, Ward Johnson, Ser-
ies Pigue, Jack Edwards, Hendon
Wright. Billy Blackstone, and M. L.
Parker motored to Dresden, Ten-
nessee Thursday night where they
assisted the Dresden men in orga-
nizing a Y. B. M. C. there.
Mr. Phipps and Mr. Blackstone
made very instructive speeches to
the Dresden club, giving helpful
points of organizing the club. Short
talks were made by the other Ful-
ton boys.
U. S. To Open
Air Mechanic
Training Post
Washington, 
—Disclosure that a
321,000.000 World War naval or-
dnance plant in West Virginia grill
be used to train mechanics reflect-
ed today the Administration's pur-
pose to reinforce the Nation's air
forces:
The new training plan, announc-
ed by the National Youth Adminis-
tration, was one of several preli-
minaries to a far-reaching arma-
ment program which President
likrosevelt has been preparing for
presentation of Congress.
Roosevelt has said that an an-
ticipated shortage of aviation me-
chanics threatened difficult for
any substantial increase in the air
forces.
The air corps has eleven men or;
the ground for every plane in the
air, officials said To keep this
proportion for a fleet of 7,000 planes
such an the chief executive is re-
ported contemplating, would mean
an air force personnel of 77,000,
compared with some 20,000 now.
An N. Y. A. official at Charles-
ton, W. Va., said the long idle na-
val ordnance plant would be used
for a "work experience project"
far about 500 young men.
At the New Orleans navy yard,
likewise idle for years, upwards of
1.2110 youths are to be trained.
Men between 18 and 25 will
be eligible for the training and
will be paid $30 a month for sub-
sistence with an addition $10 a
month which may be retained or
contributed to family support.
NOTICE
All persons or firms having claims
against the estate of Robert White-
head. please file same with the un-
dersigned.
to teem W. 8 ATKINS, Administrator.
Adv. 271 Alt .
 a
New Three Million Dollar Bridge
Opend To Public At Cairo, Ill.
Cairn. IR. —1Druturky. Mason
and Missouri Joined here today in
dedicating Use new WWII, traf-
fic bridge over the Ohio River be-
tween this historic city and Wick-
liffe, marking completion of the
final link connecting 7.1111111 mars at
modern Federal highways_
Three main Federal highways. U
8 60, 42, and Si. which weer sever-
ed at the Ohio River at different
points during the days of the ferry.
connect here to erns the neer spare
erected with the aid of Federal
funds
Although the new bridge elimi-
nates the necessity of panda=
through thia hustline river city. si-
tuated at the confluence of the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivera Cairo
staged one of the most gala-festi-
vals in its history The span creams
the river a mile to the south of
Cairo.
The dedication program was pro-
moted by civic-mindrd citisiens of
Cairo. Selecting Areaketbre Day to
formally open the new span. hun-
dreds of persons from the three
States took part in a parade
through Cairo's main streets fol-
lowing dedication cenuaunies near
the Illinois aide of the bridge_
Kentucky was repiesentied by
Commissioner of Highways lialeeri
Humphrey.. Ilighway Engineer
Thomas H. Cotter and Mack Gal-
breath senior highway engineer,
United States Department of Agri-
culture. in Kentucky, United States
Senator Alben W Barkley, Paducah,
scheduled to deliver an address at
the dedication exercises, still was
confined to his home with a heavy
cold. Cloy A B Chandler, Oov
Henry Horner and United states
Senator Hamilton Lewis. Illinois,
also were unable to attend
Alexander Wilson , a dm n I stra -
Hy* assistant of Illinois, represent-
ing Governor Horner. and High-
way Commissioner Humphreys,
acting 'for Governor Chandler, cut
a blue ribbon stretched across the
bridge, which was christened of-
ficially a few minutes later when
pretty Miss lieloulse Weeks, Wick-
liffe. Kentucky, queen in the
bridge festival, smashed a bottle
of ehanipaigne with a. hemmer.
"This bridge not only will serve
the entire Nation hut will hind us
rinser to our good friend, Kentuc-
ky. with which we have been so
rinse for more than 120 years,"
Wilson said ex he rut the ribbon
Holding the ends of the blades
of the sciasoes, Commissioner
Humphreys declared: "This marts
the consummation of dreams of
many years of Southern Illinois.
When freed, Kentucky will adept
the bwnership and resporudbiliti
of thar bridge."
Newspatorman Watches Mobs
Hold12 Hour Revel Of Looting
Berlin — In a teur of Berlin this
afternoon this cerrespondent saw
few Jewish stores or synagogues
that escaped damage in tweleve
hours of anti-Jewish violence. Many
buildings were destroyed.
The rioting reached a high point
at the center of Berlin, where, at
noon, thousands rathered in the
streets to watch gangs pound to
bits dozens of stores. -
This cortespondent saw dozens
of men and women rush into a toy
shop in the arcade between Unte:
Den Linden and Friederichstrasse
and scoop up what they could get.
They went in after gangs of
youths smashed the. plate glass
windows. Inside, counters, parti-
tions and everything breakable or
loose was thrown to the floor and
smashed.
Few Police Visible ,
Five other stores in the arcade,
known to tourists, also were plun-
dered. Few police were visible.
A short distance away, at the
corner of Jaegerstrpe and Fried-
erichstrasse, a secMid-story pawn
shop came in for vengeance.
Youths with lead pipes broke
windows, then threat fur coats
from the pawn shoo's racks down
onto the heads of several thousand"(
watching in the street below.
Around another corner in the
center of the city a tailor shop was
looted. In the doorway, a tailor's
dummy with a hat on its head
hung with a rope around its neck.
Further down Friederichstrasse
a noonday crowd smashed the My-
stery around the cit.'s best known
black magic store.
Here, as elsewhere, the crowd us-
ed iron pipes, sticks and whatever
implements were avable.
The mobs woritecfMkroughout the
day in various nations of the city,
seemingly accordsig to plan. The
swank Kurfuerstesciamm quarter
IND 
which suffered earlier in the morn-
ing was revisited rater by gangs
who went ineide shops and com-
pleted the demolition.
This correspondent started out
at daybreak with the milkman. On
the tour, the fiat damage seen was
the destruction by fire of the
wealthy synagogue in Fasanen-
strasse, near the zoo railway sta-
tion.
Clouds of smoke rose from three
domes of the stone building. The
interior was a furnace, with the tile
roof about to collapse as the fire
ate at rafters. Worship benches,
books and other inflammable ma-
terials had been piled in the cen-
ter.
Store. Raided
During the morning' this smokes
ing synagogue could be seen by
passengers on international trains
arriving from the west. This temple
with the city's newest one on Prin-
mregentrnstrasse, both huge
structers, were virtually destroyed
by fire.
Hundreds of stores gaped open
when workmen passed them in the
morning. Near Alexander Square
some twenty workers from the city
markeeswere helping themselves at
a shoe store.
When this correspondent got
there they were sitting on the curb,
laughing and trying on pair after
pair in a hunt for fits.
In front of other stores goods and
furniture—including pianos—were
piled high. Three boys sat on one
piano, kicking the keys with their
feet.
Six large plata glass windows in
the capital's best-known children's
furnishing store, on Leipziger-
!stresses were commi in.
This afternoon, the optimistic
proprietor took measurements for
replacement.
 4
Annual Roll Call
Tuesday, Nov. 15
The local Chapter of the Ameri-
can Red Cross has completed at
plans for the Annual Roll Call on
Tuesday. November 15th. The mem-
bership for 1938 was 400 members,
or 10 pet of the population of the
Chapter's territory Only one chap-
ter in the state, Milton, with a
percentage of 37.46, has a better
record. The same quota has been
assigned for this Roll CalL
•
It islitterestine to note that In
addition to contributing $25.00 to
the suffering Civilian Chinese and
to the New England flood. victims.
that the local Chapter has purchas-
ed three pairs of classes for school
and furnished funds for
dedt• crt*- transients in excess of
$60.00 On one occasion an old
gentleman would not accept direct
relief, but insisted that it be a
loan, he putting up his Elgin watch
as collateral. Before the due date
he redeemed his watch. ,
In Kentucky during the past year
3890 persons have been taught the
principles of first aid. 611 men and
women have received the life /rav-
ing badge, under the auspices of
the Red Cross. Red Cross nurses
made over 7700 visits to the sick,
and examined 8640 school children.
Over and above this service, it has
continued to fulfill its obligation
to ex-service men and their de-
pendents, giving assistance to 3110
cases Assistance was rendered to
4000 needy civilian families during
the war.
All of this service was made pos-
sible by the generous way in which
Kentuckians responded to the Roll
Call On Sunday and Monday a
trailer by Deanne Durbin will be
shown at the Fulton Theatre in
connection with the local Roll Call
— -
FIRST RAPTIST
Deep Interest
Marks Services
A deep interest marked the at-
tention of the large audience that
I heard Evangelist Vaughn Fultzpreach at the Cumberland Presby-
terian Church, last night On "Our
Heavenly Record."
Speaking from Psalm 87-6 the
evangelist said, "It is interesting to
know that the eye of God never
sleeps and his interest in us never
wanes. He sees an we do, he hears
all we say. He is writing a record
of our lives all the time, and some
day we must face that record. The
big things and the little things.
the good things, and the bad things
will be there. The only way to es-
cape seeing our sins recorded there
is to have them blotted out by the
blood of Christ."
Tonight the evangelist will
weak on "Will we know each other
in heaven "
Rev E. R. Ladd, the pastor in-
vites all the people to hear the
messages and is appreciative of the
fine spirit of cooperation from the
other churches.
Monday night we will have the
Lions Club as our Special guest.
Tuesday night the Rotary Club
will be our special guest.
Wednesday night will be Rail
road night.
Thursday night will be insurance
night
Friday night will be business
night.
Rev, Woodrow Fuller Pastor
Sunday school 9:30 a m WC
Vallentine. Sept Morning worship
10:50, sermon by pastor. Subject.
"Our God". Vesper Worship 5:00
p. m Sermon by pastor. Subject:
"Visiting Observations" Baptist
Training Union 6:15, Marvin San-
ders, Director
Man On Ride
Grabs Pistol;
Shots Call Cops
Springfield, ft. - John Steinhoft
was stabbed by Will Colvin's pet
monkey over pickings from the
Steinhoft lunch pail
Jocko, the monkey, appeared
while Steinhoft waa unpacking
the lunch In the shade of Colvin's
orchard
Jocko started picking tidbits
from the pall and stabbed Stein-
haft's arm with a pruning knife
when the man tried to drive him
°U.
The monkey scampered into a
nearby tree and Steinhoft was
taken to a hospital
FDR To Make
Appointments
Within A Week
Refuses To Say If Court
Justice Will Be Named
Soon
Washington — President Roose-
velt said today he soon would an-
nounce a number of appointments,
8,000 feet. The handso heifer °rot-boles sse
corrstructure will have an all con-
crete floor. Thirty feet of this
space will be used Ise a show room
for the new Fords, a parts room,
and the office, the remainder to
be used for storage and work shop
Plenty of space will also be avail-
able on the outside of the build-
ing for the use of parking and stor-
age of used cars. If the accumala-
tion of used cars makes it neces-
sary, another flat iron building will
be built latert for that purpo.se.
This new addition will be quite
an asset to the city of Fulton, as the capital that two or more mem-it will be equipped with the very bers will be appointed to two otherlatest and modern equipment. The
Auto Sales Company owners, Bailey] t'wAmong those mentioned haveHuddleston, Mel Simon. and James. been Secretaries Swanson of theAllen Willingham, are planning to
have the building ready for use be-
fore Christmas, probably in the
next four weeks. These three pro-
minent business men are also plan- pany offered Farley its presidency,fling an interesting program for and some friends predicted then he
opening day. 
The present location of the Auto
Sales Company on CIn Street
will be held for a perirld of time
and will be used for a used car lot.
Contractor Frank Merryman is wine capital politicians that
changes might be made in the warin charge of the work,
and navy posts.
• One suggestion advanced in some
rierty quarters-a-without his encourage-
... meht—ls that Wood!** afrier beAttempt shifted to the Philippines as Amer!-
' can high commissioner, succeeding
Mrs. Ethel Piercy, 35 years of Paul V. McNutt, who has disclasedhe shortly will comae back to the
age, attempted suicide last nights Uni States.
about eleven o'clock at her home ted 
on Carr Street when she swallowed
an amount of strychnine tablets in
an effort to end her life.
Mrs. Piercy took tht poison and
then went immediately to the tele-
phone and called' a friend to her
bedside, telling her what she had
done. Attending physicians said
last night that there was no hope
for her recovery but this morning
her condition is more favorable.
She is the divorced wife of H. F.
Piero*, Illinois Central Engineer.
Construction Of
Auto Sales Co.
Building Started
Work was started in the past few
days on the new building which is
being constructed by Bailey Hud-
dleston for the use of the Auto
Sales Company and which will be
located on the Mayfield Highway
at the side of the Ikuddleston Ser-
vice Station.
The new building is being built
thirty feet from the service station
and the floor space will measure
In Side
(or fearful) that tipping would be
ended by the wage-hour act can
abandon the idea
The act doesn't seem to reach in-
to the wine of the tip-gathering
help unless a person spends his
time mostly riding on trains or get-
ting on and off them.
The act doesn't apply to employes
working for outfits "the greater
part of whose selling or servicing is
in intrastate commerce." That
exempts bell boys in hotels, eleva-
tor operators, waiters in cafes and
even hat check girls
At the time we are writing this
the case hasn't been decided as to
whether messenger boys are in in-
terstate commerce enough to come
under the act. But w^ ^sited one
of Western Union's brightest and
best and he said his tips didn't
amount to more than a dollar a
month.
The ones who do come under the
act are Pullman portals, dining
car waiters and redcaps in railroad
MR. GEORGE BAILEY DIES
AT HIS HOME IN BENTON
Mr. George Bailey. died at his
home in Benton, Ky., yesterday af-
ternoon at 3:45 p. m. Mr Bailey
had been in declining health for
several years He is survived by sev-
eral children. neices and grand-
children. Burial will be at Old
Bethel, near Benton. Sunday after-
noon at 1:00 o'clock. Mrs. James S.
Dawes Is a daughter of Mr. Bailey.
Asked at his press conference
whether Governor Frank Murphy
of Michigan, defeated Tuesday for
reelection, was included, Mr. Roose-
velt said nobody was on the list yet.
In his reference to forthcoming
appointments, Mr. Roosevelt said
in reply to a question he did not
know whether a Supreme Court de-
signation was included. Nor. he ad-
ed, did he know whether Governor
Murphy would go to the Philippines
as high commissioner to succeed
Paul V. McNutt.
There has been recurrent talk in
Navy, Woodring of War, Roper of
Commerce, and Postmaster Gener-
al Farley.
A year ago an automobile corn-
would quit the cabinet but continue
as chairman of the Democratic Na-
tional 'Committee.
The administration's projected
rearmament program suggested to
Corn Farmers
To Get Loan
Of 170 Million
-- ---
Washington, - The A. A. A. made
ready today to pour out a huge sum.
—estimated at about $170,000,000—
to assure Midwestern corn farmers
who complied with its crop control
program an income of 57 cents a
bushel on this year's production
This is about 20 cents more than
current market prices.
Secretary Wallace announced
that corn produced in the commer-
cial corn belt by complying farm-
ers and withheld from market
could be stored on farms under a
57-cent Government loan A 50-
cent loan was made on last year's
crop. 1.41
Now is a good time to renew your
subscription
Tipping Is Unaffected By
New Wage And Hour Law
Washington — Anyone hopeful stations. At last the wage-hour ad-
ministration is working on this
basis and seems to have the rail-
roads agreeing to that much. Wait-
ers and Pullman porters serving
pillows and pork chops between Pa-
ducah and Chicago obviously are In
interestate commerce.
As to redcaps, they probably
never cross a State line unless it
runs through the railroad station.
Nor do they manufacture stuff for
commerce, but the wage-hour ad-
ministration has found they are a
part of the business of getting peo-
ple and their bags along the chan-
nels of trade.
The only matter left In doubt at
this point Is just how to delaratine
the wages of these pools. The
railroads and station
have seassiagiVitaa if a
waiter eollistrall a week ,1111a
he is already imitate II Aida-
hour fors
presaged
bear
that past)
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Tom Mooney And Caleb Powers
The election "Of State Senator!' in prison, having been convicted of
Culbert L. Olson Governor of Call- bombing a San Francisco parade in
forn a after his expression of belief 1 1916 when ten persons were killed.
in the innocence of Tom Mooney.! Labor troubles were acute in Call-
present,' a curious parallel to the; fornia at the time. violent reprisals
election of Augustus E. Willson were committed. Local politics
Governor of Kentucky in 1907. The, were permeated with the spirit of
Democrats made an issue of Will--; the controversy. Justice may have
son's probable Intention to pardon been tempered with partisanship
Caleb Powers. alleged accomplicei also.
in the assassination of William Hcwever this may be. Californi-
ans were aware of Senator Olson's
opinion when they elected him. —
Courier-Journel.
Goebel, which be did
Not quite as much capital was
made of the Mooney case in the
California campaign as was made
of the Fowere case in Kentucky
Nevertheless, Senator O'son had 
supported a resolution of clemency CH RCII NEW week in our Mittel.Fults wP.I continue through thel Reading Room at 211 Carr Street day night treachIng at,, epee Wednesday and Saturday Located across
from 2- to 4 p. m. The public is cot- Mooney in the -Legislature last Browder'e mill.
year and declared his belief that! FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH. W. dially Invited to attend these ser-
Mooney Was "convicted on perjured! CHURCH OP' THE NAZARENE,
W. D Jarrett, pastor. 10:00 a. m.testimony and false evidence." Ol-
son, like Welson. seems to regard Bible sdhool. 11 a. m. Worship. 6:30
the election as a popular referen-P' Junior Servire. 7:00 m. N.)
dum on the pardon question. . P. Society. 7:45 p. m. Sermon.
Mooney has spent twenty years!
 CUPdBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
 I
, CHURCH, E. R. Ladd. pastor. 9:45
• a. m. Sunday school. John Bowers.
• Supt. 16:56 a. m. sermon.. Subject
• -The Old Rugged Cross." 7:30 p.
ni. sermon. Subject. "Five things
• Ood wants every_man_in Fulton to
Fulton Kentucky, Saturday tfternoon, November 12, 1938.
.3;4
"FOUR DAUGHTERS" AND tura DOT FRIEND-'Jeffery Lynn (center), new screen "find," walks
away eith the hearts of deft to right) Gale Pale, Priscilla Lane, Rosemary Lane and Lola Lane in
"Four Daughters." the film version of a humus story by Fannie Hurst, coming to the Fulton Sunday.
r_. _ewe .. 111=111111111•
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8 i VA. NAMILTON
A. ELGIN WATCHES
TCH REPAIRING
EH'S JEWELRY CO.
• • • • • •
CARTER OAK RANGE
is a
Kitchen
Tonic! -
Give new gaiety and life to your kitchen — and enjoy a
brand new burst of enthusiasm in your house work. This
beautiful CHARTER OAK Range is available in white
enamel, ivory enamel trimmed with green craftex, ivory
enamel trimmed with ivory craftex, as well as with
enamelled fronts and door panels.
Select the colors Note like best — and see what it does
to the appearance of your kitchen
Of course, beside be-
ing a thing of beauty, .
this CHARTER OAK
Range is a real worker. •
.ts quick-heating oven,
one-piece cooking
top, its efficient slotted
fire box, and its other
distinctive features all
combine to give you
perfect cooking results
with a real saving
in fuel.
See this-amazing
CHARTER OAK Range
now! Got one, and
you'll enjoy it for years
and years to 001110.
GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
etmedeeeeleeeeeete•-•----
know." Monday afternoon 2:90 The
Ladies Missionary Society meets 111 1
the home of Mrs Bob White.
D. Ryan, pastor. 9:45 a m Sunday'
.$chool. Jim D. Stephenvm, Sept.
16:50 a. m. Morning Worship. Ser-
mon: -The spevetah Command-
ment". 5 p. m. Vesper Services.,
Sermon: ."Our Faith In the Bible."
--- —
FIRST tirrnornat CIIVHCN, J.
N. Wilford. pastor. 9:45 a. m.
Church school. 11:00 a. m. Preach-
ing by the pastor. 5:00 p. at. Yes-
per service. 5:00 p. m. Epworth Lea-
gue. All members and friends tire
timed to attend these serViees, this'
being the last Sunday of the con-
ference year.
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCII:
C. E. Wulf, Rector. 9:45 a. m.
Church school. 17:30 p. b. Evening
prayer and attrition. Monday after-
noon at three o'clock. Trinity Guild
 - -in the thirds. study. Eve,:ybody is
cordially invited.
,
CHURCH: OP' .CHRIST. Janis J
heyno:ds.- Meeister, Stole Study,
5:44 a. m. Preaching, 10:45 a. m.
Subject: "On The Mountain And In
The Valley." Communion. 11:40, a.
m. Young People's Meeting, 6:30 P.
m. Evening Worship and Preaching.
7:15 p. m. Subject: "Peter's Con- ,
fession." Ladies.' Bible Class, with
Mrs. E. P. Jones on Bates Street-)
Monday. 3:30 p. m. Lesson: Rom-
ans. chapter 6. Prayer Service and '
sling Drill. Wednesday. 7:30 p. m.
T he Legionnaires v:ill be wallies
at the mottling service.
CHR1)31IAN SCIENCE. ••Mortals
'1 end Immortals" is the subject of
The Leeson
-Sermon which till be
:Tad Sunday. This includes Christ-
ian Science Society. Fulton. Ky..
_aria
Best West Kentucky Coal
tall ui hen 1, 011 need that good II est Illentorks
Prompt Service at all times.
9 Bundle/4 of kindling 
 4$1.00
W. M. HILL & SONS
PHONE 23-R
STANDARD OF
VALUE
SINCE 1870
Q St. Bernard is the out.
standing value among 4111
foals. Low in ;rice, 6wt
high in htat value, with the
It,. hokling qeollties so
necessary lot etOnftitiy—ft.
delivers the most heAt far
y011f dollar.
CITY COAL CO.
?hone 51 or 322
Which holds regular services Sun-
day it 11 a. th. and Testimonial'
Meeting Wednesda at 7 30 p. m.
%iees and to visit the Reading
Room where The Bible and autho-
rised Christian &alive literature
may be read, bcierewed or purchas-
ed.
-4
1
CHURCH OP 1,10D. L J. Wilson,
a ti)r Sunday mahout 10's tn. Set-
COME ONCE and"
YOU'LL COME
AGAIN
When eatine out . . . . Always
ch00%e 1.011Ts for their pleas-
ing service art fine food, will
please the entire family, the
fartidieus woman and the child-
ren "who want their foods like
home
• 
siPerisl nor, ern to monthly
boarder. and LOWE'S you get
a eemplete arr.% r 24 hours a day
LOVES CAFE
LAKi
mon 11 a. in. by pester. l'uesday
night preaching at 7:30 ii. m. Fri-
7.30".e. Itt.
the street from
WINSTEAD, JONES & Co.
Phone
15
(Incorporated)
Funeral Directors
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
:
218
23.4.
Strew
^-”,, `3", ;
CITY NATIONAL BANK
Fulton, Kentucky
Member of Federal Reserve System
Member of Federal Deposit Instirames Corporatism
With proper care ttow ”ilir ohl car
wilt give fine service dnring lire coining
winter.
Let it. cheek it over today and tell you
%hal i tieviivoi to put it in good condi-
tion for cold weather driving.
Expert repair service on any make of
car. No gue-.0.-wock at any time. We know
how and we never goietto at things. Men
and mae1iine4 are combined to do thing.;
right when we are on a repair job.
One-Stop Serrice at the Bob 11 lute front
- - all the usual free services and court-
eous attendants. 0
Longer Life and Added
Efficiency for Your Car
Our Careful Know-How Service gives
'ms more Pride arid Pleasure
in your ear
•
Let us get your car ready for We.
ter drivirdg. Don't wait nada CAA
weather, for you'll need yot car then.
Let us do the job now. Let us -
• Drain and flush radiator
• Check hose connections.
• Remove and clean calves
Ilk Adjust Clutch Pedal Play
• Reneore, Cylinder Head
• Check, adjust brakes
• Check and re-charge battery
• Refinish scratches. dent),
• Replace cracked glass
• Cheek lighting system
• Girt, complete grease job
• Simonise and polish
4111.6
BOB WHITE MOTOR
COMPANY
228 Fourth Street Moue 60
01.iVE
11 11tRY MOSS
LATTA
II %ILE)
ill Haiti
These Men Serre 1ois — —
1111A:0111
BELL 
•
0. K. LAUNDRY
-J
F11110ii. hentilek Phone 1.10
•
r 2rar2_.rair2-r-a.rer-ar2-2-rar2-ra.2rare.F_, 1 fi- Jr, r
: '••"• • • • • •
• wt. •
• •
•
PlatWeptueky, Saturday Afternoon, November 12, 1938.
Now You Can /
Own A Home
You can eliminate this waste
of paying rent by using our
modern borne-financing plan
to buy or build a home of your
own. a Your loan application
will be acted on promptly.
Fulton Building & LoanAssn.
:-8...1..1..-e..I.. f-- _- I
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to
QUALITY
ForEvery Needand
HEATERS
Every
[1
,
Purse 
.1
'II
1
1
Dixie 11Circulators [ ,1
i Perfection ij Oil Heaters ,
J
Progress ,
Hot Blast 1
1
Heaters 1
1
American I
,. Sun-Flame
Oil Burners [11
g ,
, g
• Also, Complete Stock [
of ill Stove Accessories
[ I
.71 Our line of heatersie outstandingly complete inclutl- r i
:u ing heaters and retoYes for all fuels,, all needs, and L,
II in every price class. From a small laundry heater to [11
1
LI
the most advaneed poreeleateenameled circulating
heater.
ii Ion ran find a heater for every conceivable need
1 displayed on our floor.
1 Liberal allowance for your Old Stove
1
Fulton Hdw.& Furniture Co.
...,
II
Lake Street Fulton, Ky. Phone No. 1
EiTrE2r-=
il
11
1
Ii
Ii
ii
iii
•
4•• '
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The Hand Of Friendship
Nothing is more heartening in tintes of stress
than a warm handclasp from those who know and
like you. That really means fornicating.
Likewise insurance really means something
when you have n loss, and you realise that a strong
company is hack of you to share the toss • • to eurthla
you to rebuild and go ahead. Why not take advan-
tage of this support. Let us show you how.
We are glad tn'telk os cr insurance mailers
%till' you at any time.
•
ATKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
TELEPHONE No. 3 LAKE STREET
FULTON DAILY LEADF
COMMISSIONER'S SALE costs of filing a Mect.inics Lien
Statement In the OM (. of the
County Court Clerk :,f Fulton
County, Ky. •
To be sold on a credit of six
months.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approVed security
tearing interest at the rate of 6
Mg County Cour( Day) at the court pct. from day of Sale , /Living force
In pursuance of a Judgment of
the Fulton Circuit Court rendered
at its September 1938 term, in the
action, A R. Milner against S. C.
Smith and Sue Lile Smith, I will
on Monday, November 14, 1938,
'about the hour of 1 30 p m t be-
WANT ADS
BEET BUTS OF THE WE=
$35.00 Circulator, used 
$42.50 Circulator 
$47.50 Circ ula tor 
$52.50 Circulator 
$14.50
$23.50
$28.50
$29.50
house door in Fulton, Kentucky. 01 replevin bond, on whili csecu- $65.00 Circulator  521,501
sell to the highest bidder, the fol-
lowing described property, viz:
"Beginning at the point of in-
tersection of the south line of Adv
Third Street and the east line of
Pearl Street, formerly known as
Vine Street, running thence east
along the south rine of Third
Street 75 feet, thence south and
parallel to the east line of Pearl
Street 98 feet, more or less, to the
ncrth line of the lot owned by
Claude Linton, thence wcst alone
the north line of the said Claude
Linton lot 75 feet to the east line
of Pearl Street thence north along
the east line of Mari Street 96
feet more or less to the point of
beginning.
The lien against said property
amounts to $1336.00 with 6 pct. in-
terest thereon from September 28„,
1938 until paki, and said property
shall be sold subject to any and all
taxes as well as street improve-
ment taxes against the same.
To be sold on a credit of six
months.
°:The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security
bearing interest at the rate of 6
' Adv.
,
,
IG 
' . :
roceries & Meats
pet. from day of sale, having force We Deliver •of replevinAnnd, on which execu-
tion may issue when due.
F. T. RANDLE 101 State Line S.
Master Comm stoner.
273-3t, I 4-sv.4-e++4-1-044-e4-e4-e++44+4-4-e
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
In pursuance of a judgment of
! the Fulton Circuit Court rendered
at its September 1938 term, in the
!action, W. P. Murrell as THE W. P.
! MURRELL LUMBER CO. against T.
L. Murray, I will on Monday‘ Nov-
ember 14, 1938, (about the hour of
1:30 p. m.) (being County Court
Day) at the courthouse door in
Fulton, Kentucky, sell to the high-
est bidder, tiie following described
property,
Being a house and lot in tile
Rice Addition to the City of Ful-
ton, Kentucky, known as Ricevtl)e.
said lot being bordered on the
South by Earl Street, on the East:
by the Dick Finch property, an
the north by the property occupied
m4+4,44+4,444-H-H-1444444444
STEPHEN SON'S
GROCERY
Quality Groceries
-and-
MEATS •
FREE DELIVERY
Phone 67
tion may issue when d ...er Stoves 31.bO up
r. T. RANDLE EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
Master Conl.r,ionet. Easy Terms--Phone 35-Church St.
273-31
4-••-•••••••1
Guaranteed Radio
Repair Service
CERTIFIED
RADIOTRICIAN
WESTERN AUTO
1SSOCIATE STORE
Lake St. Those 14$
Call ia
___E
t-:444.4•12
•
•
a
• 
FOR RENT-4-room apartment:
in Curlin Apartments. Heat shill
water furnished. AmjJle closet
spare. Close in. Call 37. 230-tf.'
FOR RENT: 3-rooln apartment,
i centrally located. Private,entrance.
!Mrs. Sallie Smith-309 Eddings
!Street. Adv. 244-tf.
Fred Roberson ••••
-for-
101114•4•
••••••••••••awe•••••••••44
EDWARDS
FOR RENT -- Modern 4-Room
apartment. Good basement and
garage. Phone 758. 257-tf
BIG SAVINGS to cash customers!
on Ranges, Heaters, and Washing !
Machines. Mayfield Appliance
Company. Mayfield, Kentucky.;
Adv. 268-6t.
FOR mew- FIve room house
Apply to Dlek Thomas. Phone 197.,
Adv. 270-6t.
FOR RENT: One 4-room fur- !
nished apartment. Hardy Apart-
Meat. Phone 100. Adv. .
••••••••••••••....11911P
FOR RENT: Front bedroom, 420
College Street. Convenient to New
Yards. Call 910. Adv. 271-tf.
•
.•FOR RENT-Two room apart- ,
ment, 406 Glenn Avenue. Call 530.
Adv. 271-6t.
„„ 
FOR REN'i: s-room unfurnished
partment 'at 110 Pearl Street. Te-
kphone -867. Adv 272-3t.
FOR RENT: After November 15,1
5-roim houso on Fourth Street
Call 432. Adv. 273-3t. I
FOR RENT-Four room apart-
ment, bath and garage, 309 Cen-
tral Avenue. Telephone 13. Adv.
FOR RENT-Three roan apart...
men. 207 Carr Street. Telephone
363. Adv
7
' 'f••••••'.
; .
a 6. rimorrower•••••‘•••••11;94•••
RADIATORS
.hve,
DON'T THROW IT AWAY!
Let Us Repair It and Save You Money
Fuel Pumps, Windshield Wipers, Water Pumps.
Cylinder Heads, Carhureters, Motor Rebuilding
a Specialty.
Call and Give Us a Trial
JONES AUTO PARTS CO.
108 Central Ave. Fulton, Ky.
11111111111111F 
Misuse 114i
 Ale
..•••••••1.1111.-1.-.•
We Carry a Complete Line of Neer
featuring - -
Coo163- Greisdieck - Falstaff
Budweiser - Sterling - Pabst
and Blatz
Visit us for your Beer
BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
142 Lake Street
See The
NEW 1939 FORDS
Beginning November 4th at ear
Shosiroom
AUTO SALES COMPANY, Inc.
FORD DEALER
BOYS WANTED: To do pleasant. h 1 by Bill Hollifield, and on the west educatiortal work after school and
; by a street. not named, but run- cn Saturdays. Go(5d pay. Valuable ll,
i ning North and South. Being the prizes. Apply by letter t. --) JT care
same property conveyed to T. L. of Fulton Daily Leader. dv. 274-1t.
Murray by T. J. Murray, and IS
now occupied by T. L. Mu:ray as ti
home. I
The, lien against sa:c1 property
amounts to $144.55 with interest!
at the rate of 6 per cent per an-
num from the 23rd day of Febru-
ary 1938 until paid; $1.00 for the! •••••••••••••44,+4•••••••••••••••-a•-•••6-4•44•4•044•04..
FOOD STORE
Home of Quality
Foods
Free Delivery
417 Main - Tel. 199
_ 
r=..I
il
"Words and Music"
1 1 Ill
•
7
"Words" from a satisfied customer have always
been "music" to our ear*. Nattarally, .lioulfi be
pleased to hear compliments from those who really
know the qttality of Browder Products.
We are proud of the hitt that houscwibe* 
-peak
a good word for Browder's Flour. Such word, may
induce you to gibe it a trial-We'd he proud of that.
too.
Just Ask Your Grocer Jor-
QUEEN'S CHOICE
BROWDER'S SPECIAL
SUPRBA or PEERLESS
Mode sad ininnntesel fey
BROWDER MILLING CO..
WANTED: 4 room unfurnished
ouse In or near.Falton. Phone 35.
Adv. 274-11
Southern Style
You've never tasted REAL
southern barbecue until you
try Jack Robbin's Pork or
Mutton barbecue. They're
mate from an old southern
rticeipe and only /The finest
meat and ingredients are
used.
Curl) Service
Just "honk" your horn and
an attendant will take your
order "pronto"
PRONE No. 247 to make or-
der.. If you want Barbecuing
done to order, we are glad to
do thil for row Mutton. Pork
or Goat. Prices reasonable.
JACK
ROBBINS
rr stirrer STRNIt?
at "tot.
•
ue tie
rid,?..
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ed Leek Thee
Myna S.
- Muth
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MARINELLO
BEAUTY SHOP
can Sainiani Min. Oh
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This May Be Your Home Tonight!
You don't want to stay at home all the time I*
guard your property. or do 'on want to fight N mit
with a burglar with a revolver. That is not saki or
smart . . . . The; smart thing is to insure your WO-
perty against theft and then you can be easy in your
mind.
FALt& FALL
HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME
-Corner Carr and Third Street
Phone No. 7 IturaINIte
Ambulance Soli's**
•
'PO .r
'orrailOINNIkiliolimilmillimpqm. 4, A 4, •
GET YOUR COAL:
Ire are reedy ho put
Ceti es today and pit Mit
Peelnpt service %dor
&4r4ling. 1/ rot
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o'clock. All members are urged to
• be present.
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ART DEPARTMENT
MEETS TODAY
The Fulton Art Department will
Meet this afternoon at two o'clock
with Mrs. D. Fred Worth at
SOCIAL and PERSONAL
N. M. (Sook) Weaver, Society Editor-Office 30 or 511
LODGESTON HOMEMAKERS home, 306 West Street. Mrs. P. R.
NO _ MEET WEDNESDAY Binford will be leader for the at-
The Lodgeston Homema,cers Club ternoon and will conduct a very
brill meet at the club home Wed- interesting program.
nesday, November 16, at 10:30 • •11. •
BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Burnett of
Mayfield announce the birth of an
8V2 pound son, Chapman O'Neill,
born Thursday night, November 10,
In the Fuller-GLUiam Hospital in
Mayfield. Mrs. Burnett is the for-
her mer Miss Charlotte Chapman ofFulton.
The baby has been quite ill since
birth and is receiving treatmentio
or the opening of the new bridge. EIGHTH GRADE: Eugene Lynch,the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Atkins and Jack Moore. Charles Inoue Miriam
family attended the bridge celebra- Browder, Virginia Ann Hardy, Pau-
 Lion in Cairo. 111, yesterday and line Darla Dick Grace, Elisabeth
last night. Smith, Mary Helen Wilson.
Mrs. E. E. Mount returned to her FOR FtENT: 4iroom apartment
over Rite-Free Grocery, 507 East
State Line Apply—to—Miss Ruth
Roach. 505 East State Line. Adv.
• 275-2t.
PASCHALL'S
Headache Powder
FOR HEADACHE
and NEURALGIA
HARMLESS
Sold by all Druggists
10c Per Package-
4 Doses Each
•=l2
 N.===m•••••=m1MONMI 
PERSONALS
WE ARE BOOKING prIESIRIIRtm
ties for Sunday School amps,
Office Employees, etc. at the C. -111
E. Roller Rink, Adv. 258 U.
Misses Ora Pearl Weaver and
Flora Collum. arcompanied by
friends from Clinton, went to Cairo
yesterday for the opening of the
NOW! —
*LAST TIMES
TODAY
IN PERSON
•
f1101.-1717 OF HITS .nf-w Mf1LCOuLaron
I IN PERSON !
-with--
Joan Brooks
Candy & Coco
-•-
nti-1111E ST1GE!  
.4dmission
Children — — 19e
Adults 'till 5-30c
After 5 p. nt.-40c
STARTS SUNDAY%,- =MP Om LAST TIMESTUESDAY
Here is greatness!
Here is a story that will warm and
delight you' Here is drama that owe
scan will always be remembered!
Four Daughters"
with PRISCILLA LANE • ROSEMARY LANE • LOLA LANE
GAI F PAGE • CLAUDE RAINS • JOHN GARFIELD
JEFFREY LYNN • DICK FORAN • Fralik McH.gh . May Robins/
Arvc...1 try MICHAEL CUITIZ • anew RI by Nisati3 !Form sod Lear* Calm
Pommo A. amepoifter Illegmem kw, b PAPIMICI MAUR • lihnig b Mfawns
A Para Nrimal Pram. • PrOwsoll I, WARM. gam
• ADDED ATTRACTIONS •
Mickey Mouse in
"THE BRAVE LITTLE TAILOR"
FOX NEWS
new bridge
WE ARE BOOKING private par-
ties for Sunday School Classes,
Office Employees, etc. at the C. &
, E. Roller Rink. Adv. 2.511 tf.
RAWLEIOH ROUTE now open.
Real uwortunity for man who
wanta.spennanent, profitable work.
Start ,promptly. Write Rawleigh's
Dept. KYK-83-K, Freeport, Ill.
Adv.
Mrs. Joe Armstrong, Mrs. 8a,
Steele, Mrs. David Holloway and
Mrs. T. D. Boaz attended the cele-
bration in Cairo yesterday.
Dr. and Mrs. Ward Bushart and
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Bushart left this
morning for Nashville, where they
will attend the Vanderbilt-Tennes-
see football game.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Newhouse mo-
tored to Cairo, Illinois yesterday
home here yesterday from Dyers-
burg. Tenn.. where she spent
Thursday night with her sister. Her
daughter. Mildred Mount, remain-
ed there for a week-end visit with
her cousin, Miss Glenda Rogers.
Mrs 0. D. Robertson. Miss Mar-
tha Sue Massie. Mr. and Mrs. James
Robertson, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Browder spent yesterday in Cairo
attending the bridge celebration.
CAR IPNITITUTE FIRST TERM
HONOR ROLL 1931-39
FIRST GRADE: Jerry Atkins,
I Jack Evans, Charles Milster, Jack
Thorpe. Ann Fuzzell, Sue McMillin,
Janice Wheeler, Jonille Cunning-
ham, Eugene Turner, John Lee Hy-
land.
SECOND GRADE: Norman Van-
cleve, Elizabeth Ann Holman,
Shirley Ann Houston, Wayne Lowell
Edwards. Joseph Rankin James,
James Evan Worley, Mildrew Kas-
now.
THIRD GRADE: Jacqueline Bard,
Mary Lee Beadles, Peggy Lee Earle,
Virginia Lee Howell, Margaret Wil-
ley. Joe Davis, Charles Thompson.
Mae Dea Akins, Paul Kasnow, Eli-
lectrical Supplies
Contracting
Repairing
All Work' Guaranteed
CITY ELECTRIC
SHOP
309 Walnut
Call 774
14 charm-
tars. Swinging
Shift. Back
Spacer. set
Try oat this arnasing Corona —
ww•aitsonly $ lbs. 15 ox with case.
Vita ins desk drawer Only $19.75.
FULTON WALL PAPER &
- OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
Flom 10 SIM Walnut Street
SO EASY
TO TAKE HOME...
THE,
SIX-BOTTLE CARTON
',The handy oh
-bottle carton Is for your conven-
ience...to provide the pause that refreshes with
Ice-cold Coca-Cole in your horns'. All the family
will welcome this pure refreshment. Buy it from
your favorite dealer.
•
COCA Cola Bottling Co.
riL10$47 -
111111111111111111111101117.:.
zabeth Cartt _f4wItypie's $100,UJI) ptIsc) f:c.
FOURTH GRADE: Ted Barne3,
Pal Boas, Lou Emma Cheniae,
Alice Jeanne Gannow, Mary Lee
Jane Huffm.i. Merilyn LYnch Jere
Lowe, Billy Murphy, Billy Pigue,
Elizabeth Ann Roper, Hunter
Whiteeell.
FIFTH GRADE: Willis Miller,
Rosa Mae Wbrle? Gene Lee Gates,
Hat ford Vaneleave, Maxine Suther-
land, Martha Jean Sherley.
Junior High
SIXTH GRADE: Lois Jean Hindi
man, Betty Jean Joyner, Gene
Bowden, /Johnnie Lee Williams,
Margaret Goldsmith.
SEVENT21 GRADE: Nell Luten
Bard, LaNelle Bugg, Joan Bullock,
Carolyn uley, Elizabeth Ann Ro-
berts, Joyce Willey, Dick Cummings
Glenn Vinci'.
Miss New Madrid
Crowned Queen
A number of Fulton people mo-
tored to Cairo. Illinois yesterday
where they participated In the ce-
lebration of the opening of the
new bridge.
Probably the proudest of these
*as Miss Margaret Hardin who re-
presented Fulton in the entertain-
ments there yesterday and parti-
cipated in the grand ball last night
at which time the Queen of the ce-
lebration was crowned.
Miss Hardin was accompanied to
the grand ball, held at the Cairo
Armory, by Mr. Theodore Kramer
Jr and was one of the thirty-three
queens participating in the contest.
The judging of the queens was con-
ducted in the form of a grand
march with theAueens marching
across the stage before judges.
Each queen participated in the cor-
onation at mid-night. The repre-
sentative of New Madrid, Missouri,
was crowro.d Queen of Queens.
New Kentucky
Postoffices
Total Fourteen
Washington - Fourteen new
postoffices will have been construc-
ted In Kentucky when the Trea-
sury Department's present emer-
gency construction program Is
completed.
In addition. one Kentucky city
will get a new Court House and
$1.315.000 laboratory will be built
On the grounds of the U. 8. Public
Health Service Hospital in Fay-
ette County.
Reviewing its Kentucky prograni,
the departmcnt said today that
Vi 1°41,.•/
Lisr THIES TODAY
"She looked for the world like
any other little girl dressed up to
play 'missus.'
Margaret Sutter, assistant Coun-
ty Civil; said Mrs. Clidas, told her
Helen was "past 15."
Woman Finds
2 Sons Dead
In Their Beds
Braceville, Ill., —Two bachelor
brothers, who lived apart in two
houses on their farm near here,
were found dead in their beds to-
under mysterious circumstan-
Mrs. John Peterson, their mo-
ther, went to Victor's house and
found him dead. Rushing to 06-
car's house, she found., him dead
also. ' a`,
There were no marks of violence
on either. 'the brothers always ate
together and were not to
have been unfriendly.
known
Germans Attack
Welles Speech
Berlin, —An organ of the Ger-
man Foreign Office today sharoly
attacked the United States, charg-
ing official and unofficial attempts
to incialicto.rumth American countries
against any and to convince
South Americans of "the evil in-
tentions of the Fascist States"
Deutsche Diplomatisch-Politische
Korrespondena cited a radio ad-
dress Sunday night by Sumner
Welles, Undersecretary of State,
who declared the United States
was prepared to join in preserving
the Western Hemisphere from
"any threat of attack."
"If Americans, by calling upon
their Monoroe Doctrine," the paper
said, "attempt to protect South
American States, then it is their
+South Americans') business to
consider ways and means of pro-
tecting their independence."
ject is already under way. On the
Market for bids was Hiclunan's
$75,000 postoffIce, while specifica-
tions were drafted for a similar
project at Springfield.
Sites have been selected and
plans partially completed for a
$125,000 postoffice at Bowling
Green and a $325,000 Federal buil-
ding at Frankfort. A site has been
approved for Flemingsburg's $15,-
000 postoffice. A survey for a $75,-
000 addition to the Newport post-
office branch at Fort Thomas has
been completed.
Survey's have been ordered on
projects at Hardinsgurg, $75,000,
and Williamstown, $75,000. Sites are day
to be selected for the fqllowing ces.
postoffires: Anchorage, $76,000;
Franklin, 275.000: Cadiz, $75,000,
and Carlisle, $75,000. Advertise-
ments for a site for a 270,000 post-
office at Jenkins have been placed.
A report has been filed on a
site for a 6135.000 Court House at
Pikeville, but no selection has been
made A $60,000 project at Padu-
cah has been complt.ttd.
Mountain Girl, 12,
And Husband, 28,
Set Up lion*
Logan, W. Va.. —A 12-year-old
mountain girl and her 28-year-old
husband set up housekeeping to-
day in their "honeymoon cottwe"
--and abandoned store building—
while Logan County authorities
studied possible action against him
and the bride's mother.
The couple, Wien (Midas and
Clifford Adkins, were married
yesterday in Chaprnanville, across
the mountain from Curry, where
the bride and bridegroom went to
live with her mother and a 10-
year-old brother.
Mrs. W. T. Mitchell, a relief
worker, reported the wedding to
Prosecutor Claude A. Joyce and
added:
Dr. Seldon Cohn
Eye, Ear, Nose,
Throat
SFSCIAL ATTENTION
Ts the doeurate Mang et
RYE GLARUS
OFMCI HOURS:
2 le If A. IL 1 to P. 11.
MOHR Ble
!vs A
REVOLUTIONARY
FEATURE OF THE NEW
Hotpoint ELECTRIC RAIIIIE$
44Gramd" Cookimo Milybaulta- Widi accurate time sod
temperature control, electric cooking assures mtisfactory re-
sults with meats, vegetables, pies, breads, and cakes. It retains
all delicious flavors and nourishing, health-giving eiesoems.
Se (lea= and CoNvestient—Thert's no soot or grime
about an electric range. It's perfectly clean. It wastes no
heat. You can save hours of time and work every week in
preparing meals.
Free Deroastratlem-See our display of new H•tp•ist
ranges now. Then let us install yours so you can cook Thanks-
giving Dinner the electric way. Moderate prices and low
monthly payments.
You'll find a card lint made"
for everyone on your Net! Beauti-
ful French f•Iders petaled in
bright Christmas colors. Winter
scones, bets, candles, 'wreaths
and other appropriate denidlus.
Each In envelope.
BALEIRIDGE'S
5,10 and 25c StORIN
LOCAL DEALERS SELL OTHER STANDARD MAKES
REDDY KILOWATT,:sware eiroriael inmost..
-
e-
